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1 Summary 

With a prevalence of 5–17%, developmental dyslexia (DD) is the most common 

developmental disorder and leads to compromised quality of life. However, despite this 

high prevalence, its pathology is not entirely understood. Early post-mortem studies in 

DD showed abnormal histology of the cerebral cortex including cortical heterotopia and 

abnormal cortical gyration patterns. Later, the advent of magnetic resonance imaging 

(MRI) facilitated in-vivo investigations suggesting abnormal white matter (WM) 

microstructure and gray matter (GM) morphometry. These findings are in line with 

genetic mutations that have been identified in DD, which are associated with altered 

neuronal migration. In this work, a novel method, based on variability of measures 

derived from diffusion tensor imaging (DTI), called heterogeneity (HG), was used to 

shed light on GM and WM microstructure in individuals at risk for DD. 

First, HG in the frontal, parietal and temporal lobes was examined for differences 

between controls and a) individuals with increased risk for DD, b) a group with low 

reading performance and c) a sub-group with both familiar risk and low performance. A 

prospective approach was used to explore whether HG is a suitable predictor of reading 

skills. The participants were children with a family history of DD and part of the Boston 

Longitudinal Study of Dyslexia. The study acquired behavioral and MRI data prior to 

the start of school as well as at annual follow-up sessions during the subsequent six 

years. The HG of diffusion was retrieved from diffusion weighted images. 

There were no statistically significant findings in the analyses. The data revealed a 

tendency of higher WM HG in individuals at risk for DD at the cross-sectional level, 

which can potentially be driven by GM heterotopia. In the prospective approach, HG in 

the parietal cortex predicted later rapid naming skills, pointing toward a trend of cortical 

microstructure being associated with reading performance. Nevertheless, the 

unprecedented and intuitive results provide a valuable base for further investigations of 

the cerebral and in particular the cortical microstructure.  
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2 Zusammenfassung 

Dyslexie ist mit einer Prävalenz von 5–17% die häufigste Entwicklungsstörung und 

führt zu starker Beeinträchtigung im Alltag. Die zugrunde liegende Pathologie bleibt 

nicht gänzlich geklärt. In post-mortem Studien konnten Heterotopien grauer Substanz, 

Veränderung von Gyrierungsmuster und Mikrostruktur des Cortex bei Patienten mit 

Dyslexie beobachtet werden. Mit der Etablierung der Magnetresonanztomographie 

(MRT) wurden in-vivo Untersuchungen zerebraler Struktur möglich. Diese weisen auf 

Veränderungen der Mikrostruktur der weißen Substanz, sowie auf Veränderungen der 

Volumina kortikaler Areale hin. Dies steht im Einklang mit genetischen Studien, in 

denen eine beeinträchtigte neuronale Migration als Auslöser für die veränderte 

Mikrostruktur postuliert wird. In dieser Arbeit wird eine neue Methode, die 

„Heterogenität“ von Diffusionsparametern genutzt, um die cortikale und subcortikale 

Mikrostruktur bei Kindern mit familiärem Risiko für Lese- und Rechtsschreibschwäche 

zu charakterisieren. 

Die vorliegende Arbeit untersuchte zunächst Gruppenunterschiede in der Heterogenität 

in den Frontal-, Parietal- und Temporallappen. Außerdem wurde in einer 

Längsschnittstudie untersucht, ob die Heterogenität ein möglicher Prädiktor für spätere 

Lesefähigkeiten darstellt. Die hier ausgewerteten Datensätze entstammen der Boston 

Longitudinal Study of Dyslexia. Diese Studie untersuchte Kinder vor Schuleintritt und 

danach jährlich über einen Zeitraum von sechs Jahren. Es wurden Daten zur 

Lesefähigkeit sowie und MRT Daten  erhoben. Die Heterogenität wurden basierend auf 

den diffusionsgewichteten MRT Sequenz berechnet. Die statistische Auswertung 

erfolgte in Untergruppen mit erhöhtem familiärem Risiko, mit schlechter Leseleistung 

sowie bei Individuen mit sowohl familiärem Risiko als auch schlechter Lesefähigkeit. 

Es zeigten sich keine statistisch signifikanten Ergebnisse. Die Ergebnisse weisen jedoch 

auf Tendenzen erhöhter Heterogenität in der frontalen weißen Substanz bei Kindern mit 

familiärer DD hin. Die erhöhte Heterogenität könnte Ausdruck von subtiler 

Migrationsstörung der grauen Substanz sein. Die parietale kortikale Heterogenität zeigte 

eine Korrelation mit späterer Benenngeschwindigkeit und könnte auf einen 

Zusammenhang zwischen kortikaler Mikrostruktur und späterer Lesefähigkeit deuten. 

Die in dieser Arbeit berichteten Ergebnisse bilden eine wertvolle Basis für zukünftige 

Forschungsfragen zur Pathophysiologie der Lese-/Rechtschreibschwäche.  
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3 Introduction 

3.1 Characteristics of developmental dyslexia (DD) 

According to the World Health Organization (WHO), developmental dyslexia (DD) 

refers to a deficiency in text comprehension, word recognition and reading performance, 

as well as slower acquisition of these skills, which cannot be justified by insufficient 

training, poor sight or social status (WHO, 2014, Stanovich, 1996). The syndrome 

includes a broad spectrum of symptoms – individuals with DD may experience 

impairment in, for example, speech perception, rapid naming, phonologic awareness, 

auditory memory and, or orthographic knowledge (Schulte-Korne et al., 2006). With the 

prevalence of DD ranging from 5% to 17%, it is the most frequently observed 

developmental disorder (Shaywitz et al., 1998, Moll et al., 2014). DD is more prevalent 

in male individuals (reported ratio range: 1.2–6.78) but also assumed lower diagnostic 

sensitivity in female readers (Quinn and Wagner, 2015). 

Reading plays a crucial role in the era of electronic media, with written text often being 

the main form of communication in private, professional, and public matters. DD 

compromises one’s reading skills and thus, impairing functionality and quality of life 

(Nelson and Liebel, 2018). DD has been shown to be accompanied by comorbidities, 

including attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) which is reported in 15% of 

cases and calculation deficits, which are reported in 40% of cases (Gooch et al., 2014, 

Moll et al., 2014). Moreover, individuals with DD are more likely to develop secondary 

psychiatric disorders such as depression and anxiety (Maag and Reid, 2006, Schulte-

Korne et al., 2003, Nelson and Liebel, 2018). As the pathology of DD is not yet entirely 

understood, it remains a challenge to provide effective and efficient treatment.  

3.1.1 Characteristics of deficits in DD 

The behavioral deficits in DD have been discussed since the disorder’s first description. 

Morgan made initial assumptions on “word blindness” and explained DD with sight 

insufficiency and abnormal vision areas in the brain (Morgan, 1896). Later hypotheses 

also focused on disruptions in the visual system (Hermann, 1959), oculomotor deficits 

(Getman, 1985) and a less efficient magnocellular system, which stabilizes images 
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during oculomotor action (Livingstone et al., 1991, Galaburda and Livingstone, 1993). 

Despite the plausibility of assumptions of the pathology in the visual system, today, 

they are no longer discussed as the central pathology in DD. In fact, unimpaired vision 

and recognition belong to DD’s diagnostic criteria (Olulade et al., 2013). 

In the neurobehavioral studies by Vellutino et al., the authors recognized and proposed 

that the model of DD should be extended by the linguistic network (Vellutino, 1979, 

Vellutino, 1987). The shift to understanding DD as a multilateral problem aligns with 

the modern understanding of the brain as a network rather than an aggregate of 

specialized subunits processing information one after the other (Griffa et al., 2013). As 

presented in the model in Figure 1, processing within the reading network can be 

simplified with a two-stream hypothesis, which is based on two parallel used pathways 

(Liebenthal et al., 2013). 

 

Figure 1 Simplified scheme of the reading network. The information from the visual system in the occipital cortex is 

either processed by the dorsal pathway (phonologic processing) or the information stored in the visual word form area 

and other temporal sources. Both streams lead to a synthesis in the frontal lobe, in particular the inferior frontal gyrus. 

Source: Own work. 

The linguistic areas, which play the main role in Vellutino’s assumptions, are located 

rostral to the visual area, in the fronto-temporo-parietal network. The dorsal pathway, 

which is highlighted as the brown stream in Figure 1, connects the occipital visual areas 

with parietal areas and the inferior frontal gyrus. The linkage to the parietal 

multisensory system contributes to data’s appraisal and facilitates phonologic 

processing (Liebenthal et al., 2013, Hickok et al., 2011). Phonologic processing is 

responsible for coupling and modifying sounds as carriers of particular information. It is 
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necessary, for example, in the task of removing the phoneme “b” from the word “bold” 

to create the word “old”. Furthermore, it was shown to be compromised in individuals 

with DD and to correlate with imaging findings discussed in section 3.3 (Boets et al., 

2013, Carroll et al., 2014, Yeatman et al., 2011, Vandermosten et al., 2012a). 

The second pathway consists of the ventral stream, highlighted in white in Figure 1. 

This pathway connects the occipital and frontal lobe, through the temporal cortex. It is 

thought to facilitate the retrieval of sound information from the outward appearance of 

words from the fusiform gyrus (visual word form area [VWFA]) and audiological 

information from the planum temporale (Finn et al., 2014, Sigurdardottir et al., 2015). 

Rapid naming, which is a behavioral reading measure based on fast information 

retrieval, has been associated with abnormal function in the temporal lobe (Denckla, 

1972, Denckla and Rudel, 1976, Raschle et al., 2011, Sigurdardottir et al., 2015). From 

a clinical perspective, in 1999, Wolf and Bowers divided DD into three forms in the 

“double-deficit” hypothesis. According to their work, individuals with DD display a 

deficit in phonologic processing, in naming speed or in both (Wolf and Bowers, 1999).  

3.2 Pathology in light of cerebral maturation 

3.2.1 Altered neuronal migration as a potential cause of structural brain 

alterations in DD 

Autopsy studies in patients with DD point toward a disrupted macrostructure with 

scattered gray (GM) heterotopia in the white matter (WM), as well as volume 

asymmetry of the planum temporale (Galaburda and Kemper, 1979, Galaburda, 1993b, 

Galaburda, 1993a). On the microstructural level, Galaburda et al. found an abnormal 

structure of cortical layers as well as additional small gyri on top of the usual cortical 

gyri, the polymicrogyria (Galaburda and Kemper, 1979). These unusual findings 

provide a valuable starting point for considerations on potential pathology in DD. 

A schematic model of abnormal cortical microstructure from post-mortem studies on 

cerebral structure is summarized in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2 Schematic model of a healthy cortex (left) and altered cortex in DD (right)  

The image on the left represents a model of healthy cerebral tissue, showing a relatively homogenous 

structure. On the right potential GM heterotopia in subcortical WM, as well as abnormally migrated 

cortical cells leading to microgyria (here symbolically indicated). 1 – stratum moleculare, 2 – external 

granular layer, 3 – external pyramidal layers, 4 – internal granular stratum, 5 – internal pyramidal stratum, 

6 – multiform layer. Glial cells are not shown for simplicity purposes. Source: Author’s own work. 

Characteristics of brain structure develop early in utero by a process called neuronal 

migration (Clowry et al., 2010). Neurons migrate from the inner, ventricular zone to the 

outer pallial stratum guided by a scaffold made of radial glia cells (Campbell and Gotz, 

2002). Wrongly migrating cells may not arrive at the cortex leading to heterotopia 

and/or cortical dysplasia (Krafnick et al., 2014, Wang et al., 2006). Neuronal migration 

is influenced by genetic factors which suggested a genetic connection to DD. In parallel, 

epidemiologic studies revealed that children, whose relatives have DD, have a higher 

risk (50–60%) of developing DD compared with children without positive family 

history (10%) (Hallgren, 1950, Grigorenko, 2001, Pennington and Lefly, 2001, 

Gallagher et al., 2000).  

3.2.2 Genetic influence on dyslexia 

After post-mortem brain examinations showed structural differences and 

epidemiological studies suggested hereditability, genetic studies were employed to 

examine the influence of genes on reading skills and cerebral structure. The first genetic 

analyses over three decades ago attempted to localize chromosome aberrations in DD 

(Smith et al., 1983). Until today, several candidate genes were identified and linked to 

mutations in dyslexia: 
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The proteins corresponding to the Doublecortin-Domain-Containing-Protein-2-Gene’s 

(DCDC2) facilitate axonal growth and migration by interacting with the structure within 

the cytoskeleton (Bechstedt et al., 2014, Koizumi et al., 2006). Deuel et al. explained 

that a knockout in a murine model leads to callosal agenesis and alternated WM tracts 

(Deuel et al., 2006). Rodents with a single knockout exhibit less impairments than those 

with both alleles inactivated. Interestingly, diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) studies 

revealed higher fractional anisotropy (FA), a surrogate measure for axonal organization, 

in humans without deficiencies in the two DCDC2 alleles, whereas individuals with 

DCDC2 deficiencies had lower FA in the left hemisphere and corpus callosum (Marino 

et al., 2014). 

Furthermore, the defects of KIAA0319 were observed in patients with DD and 

associated with supporting axonal growth and neuronal migration (Velayos-Baeza et al., 

2007, Galaburda et al., 2006). Rodents with deactivated KIAA0319 presented worse 

responses to auditory stimuli (Centanni et al., 2014). In addition, imaging studies 

suggested that KIAA0319 genotype may be a predictor defining cortical thickness in the 

left orbitofrontal GM region and the FA in WM (Eicher et al., 2016).  

Moreover, Dyslexia-Susceptibility-1-Candidate-1-Gene (DYX1C1 or DYX1) codes for 

a glial protein involved in neural migration (Rendall et al., 2015, Adler et al., 2013, 

Currier et al., 2011). Its absence is associated with disrupted migration (Carrion-Castillo 

et al., 2013). DYX1 interacts with other proteins, thus inducing activity of the above-

mentioned DCDC2 (Tammimies et al., 2013). Temporoparietal WM volume and 

reading skills show positive associations with different genotypes of DYX1 (Darki et 

al., 2012). 

Finally, Drosophila-Roundabout-Homolog-1-Gene (ROBO1) is linked with neuronal 

migration by regulating the axon guidance to its receptor domain (Moreno-Bravo et al., 

2016). Its activation has been correlated with the linguistic processing and 

microstructure of the corpus callosum (Lamminmaki et al., 2012, Tran et al., 2014, Sun 

et al., 2017). 

Disconnected-Interacting Protein 2 homolog A (DIP2A) was suggested to stimulate 

axonal growth and regulate synaptic plasticity (Mukhopadhyay et al., 2002). Poelmans 

et al. postulated that its mutation may be a factor for DD (Poelmans et al., 2009).  
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All of the five genetic mutations linked to DD (DCDC2, KIAA0319, DYX1, ROBO1 

and DIP2A) have been shown to lead to abnormal neuronal migration. Since this type of 

migration is a basal mechanism, the resulting abnormal microstructure is likely to be 

widely spread. The observations on genetic mutations appear to be in line with the 

abnormal cerebral structure from autopsy studies (Galaburda and Kemper, 1979). 

3.3 Review of observed cerebral micro- and macrostructural 

alternations in magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) studies 

The assessments in the aforementioned autopsy studies have the limitation of few 

subjects, who are usually of high age. In contrast, imaging studies facilitate in-vivo and 

prospective investigations of brain structure even in child participants with DD. A 

variety of imaging studies have been conducted on the cerebral structure in DD. Due to 

the heterogeneous results on the micro- and macrostructure in reading disorders, 

considerations on the brain’s morphology require a thorough review of the existing 

literature. Here, current literature on the micro- and macrostructure in DD was thus 

systematically gathered and summarized, and it is presented next. The review focused 

on original articles about individuals with a positive family history of DD (FHD+) 

and/or primary reading disorders. Exclusion criteria included: focus on secondary 

reading impairments (e.g. due to stroke) and focus different that the cerebral tissue 

research or descriptions of methodology. 

The following qualitative review is based on standardized research applied to the 

PubMed database on November 22nd, 2020. Forty publications were identified for the 

item (“MRI” AND “white matter” AND “Dyslexia”) and 34 on (“DTI” AND “white 

matter” AND “Dyslexia”) in the title or abstract. Of the 74 hits, 11 were redundant, 

yielding a total of 63 publications. At the same time a search for articles on imaging of 

GM identified 21 publications on (“MRI” AND “gray matter” AND “Dyslexia”), 7 

results on (“MRI” AND “grey matter” AND “Dyslexia”), 4 on (“DTI” AND “gray 

matter” AND “Dyslexia”) and none on (“DTI” AND “grey matter” AND “Dyslexia”). 

Moreover, there were 10 duplicates, resulting in a total of 22 articles.  

In total, 80 articles were identified on structural MRI findings in WM and GM. Later, 

34 publications were excluded, as they focused on secondary reading impairments due 

to cerebral infarction, inflammatory disease, and epilepsy or on healthy individuals 
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without any clinical impairment. Three MRI studies did not examine the cerebral 

structure. On the other hand, three publications previously known to the author were 

included despite not appearing in the database search (Banfi et al., 2019, Su et al., 2018, 

Jednorog et al., 2014). A total of 46 articles were included in the review process and 

divided into two tables: Table 1 summarizes articles on microstructure in DD, and Table 

2 lists articles on macrostructural findings in DD. Publications dealing with research 

into both, macro- and microstructure were attributed to the table on microstructure 

(Table 2). 

 Items 

Identified articles in data base research 

(redundant positions excluded) 

80 

Articles not identified in research but known to the author 

 

3 

Exclusion due to focus on secondary reading impairments  34 

Exclusion due to being a methodological article 3 

Total number of included publications 46 

Included articles on T1 weighted imaging findings 20 

Included articles on DWI findings 26 

 

Table 2 Numbers of exclusions and inclusions in the review process.  
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First Author Participants/Controls Approach Statistically significant findings  

Dalby MA  

(Dalby et al., 1998) 

17 DD+, 6 low performing 

readers, 12 controls 

Voxel based whole brain 

volume analysis 

Subcortical parainsular WM region with rightward asymmetry more prominent in dyslectic subjects. 

Eliez S 

(Eliez et al., 2000) 

16 DD+, 14 controls Voxel based whole brain 

volume analysis 

Decreased volume in temporal lobes, particularly in the left hemisphere and driven by GM volume. 

Vinckenbosch E 

(Vinckenbosch et al., 

2005) 

10 DD+, 14 controls ROI based GM analysis Decreased GM volume in both temporal lobes and increased GM volume in both precentral gyri in 

DD+. 

Laycock SK 

(Laycock et al., 2008) 

10 DD+, 11 controls Voxel based whole brain 

volume analysis 

Only WM volume significantly higher in both cerebellar hemispheres in controls. 

Pernet CR 

(Pernet et al., 2009) 

38 DD+, 29 controls Whole brain volume analysis  Areas discriminating subjects with dyslexia: rh cerebellar declive (6 voxels) and the rh lentiform 

nucleus (7 voxels). 

Casanova MF 

(Casanova et al., 2010) 

15 DD+, 11 controls Gyral white matter depth 

analysis 

DD+ had a deeper gyral WM than controls. Therefore, thicker cortices were proposed as inefficient. 

Welcome SE 

(Welcome et al., 2011) 

12 poor readers, 22 

controls, 21 with 

compensated deficit 

Radial expansion and 

thickness analysis 

Left temporo-parietal volume asymmetry is higher in proficient readers. Higher thickness in lh medial 

occipital in readers with compensated reading abilities 

Richardson FM 

(Richardson et al., 2011) 

40 DD+, 34 controls Voxel based density 

measurement 

GM density in lh sup. temporal region is correlated positively with forward and backward digit span. 

Krafnick AJ 

(Krafnick et al., 2014) 

15 DD+, 15 age matched 

controls, 15 reading level 

matched controls (younger) 

Voxel based whole brain 

volume analysis 

GM volume: DD+< age matched controls: lh: middle temporal and cingulate gyrus. Rh: precentral, 

middle frontal and superior temporal gyrus |DD+<reading matched controls: rh precentral gyrus | 

DD+> reading matched controls: middle temporal gyrus                                                                                                                                                                                 

WM volume: DD+< age matched controls: lh paracentral, middle frontal, middle frontal, superior 

frontal; rh middle frontal, precentral, deep temporal and anterior parathalamic |DD+> reading matched 

controls: right paraputaminal 

Im K 

(Im et al., 2016) 

28 DD+, 31 controls Evaluation of sulcal patterns Lh parieto-temporal and occipito-temporal sulcal patterns were significantly different in FHD+ and 

correlated with reduced performance in single word reading.  

Ma Y 

(Ma et al., 2015) 

32 DD+, 32 controls ROI based whole brain 

thickness analysis 

DD+ showed stronger rightward lateralization of thickness in the superior temporal gyrus. 

Tamboer P 

(Tamboer et al., 2015) 

37 DD+, 57 controls Voxel based whole brain 

volume analysis 

Rhyming skills correlated with GM volume in the lh and rh caudate nucleus and negatively with 

increased total WM volume 

Xia Z 

(Xia et al., 2016) 

24 DD+, 24 controls Voxel based ROI volume 

analysis 

Decreased GM volume in DD+: lh frontal, parietal, temporal and occipital lobes, bihemispherial 

precuneus, rh median cingulate and paracingulate gyri, rh occipital lobe, CC. 

Tamboer P 

(Tamboer et al., 2016) 

22 DD+, 27 controls Voxel based whole brain 

(Machine learning on 

volume) 

Lh inferior parietal gyrus and lh and rh fusiform gyrus volumes predicted DD. 

Continued on the next page  
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First Author Participants/Controls Approach Statistically significant findings  

Kraft I 

(Kraft et al., 2016) 

28 FHD+, controls Quantification of T1 

hyperintensities 

FHD+<FHD-: lh anterior AF. 

Phan TV 

(Phan et al., 2018) 

13 DD+, 21 controls Voxel based whole 

brain volume analysis 

Tendencies in DD+ to lower have overall lower lh GM volumes.  

Van Oers 

(van Oers et al., 2018) 

26 DD+, 25 controls Cerebellar volume 

analysis  

No differences in local GM volume and no linkage of diffusion characteristics to performance at 

cerebellar level. 

Jagger-Rickels AC 

 

(Jagger-Rickels et al., 

2018) 

41 ADHD+, 17 DD+, 16 

ADHD+DD+, 32 controls 

Volume analysis by 

subtraction of averaged 

maps 

DD+<controls: in bilateral calcarine and lingual gyri, bilateral insulae, lh caudate nucleus, lh 

precentral gyrus, rh superior frontal gyrus and right anterior caudate nucleus. 

Beaulieu C 

(Beaulieu et al., 2020) 

20 DD+ Myelin Water Fraction 

(T2) derived 

Myelin water fraction was observed to be higher in Corpus callosum, lh internal capsule and lh+rh 

thalamus. 

Jednorog(Jednorog et al., 

2014) 

46 DD+, 35 controls Voxel based whole 

brain volume analysis 

GM volume was decreased in the lh inferior frontal gyrus. 

Table 2 Summary of findings on literature from T1 weighted imaging in developmental dyslexia. WM: white matter. GM: gray matter. FHD: family history of 

dyslexia, lh: left hemispheric, rh: right hemispheric, DD+ diagnosed with dyslexia.    
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First Author Cohort sizes Approach Statistically significant findings 

Klingberg T 

(Klingberg et al., 2000) 

6 DD+, 11 controls Whole brain analysis on FA in WM Bilateral WM in the temporo-parietal region. 

Deutsch GK 

(Deutsch et al., 2005) 

7 DD+, 7 controls  Whole brain WM analysis FA higher in controls in a cluster of 14 voxels in the lh temporo-parietal region. 

Richards T 

(Richards et al., 2008) 

14 DD+, 7 constrols Whole brain WM analysis (TBSS) FA higher in 28 ROIs in controls: bilateral: pre-/postcentral, fusiform, superior occipital, 

parietal inf., and temporal inferior gyrus. Left hemisphere: frontal inf., lingual sup and 

sup. Temporal gyrus, precuneus, putamen, temporal sup. Right hemisphere: frontal sup. + 

med. + inf., suppl. Mot. Area, cuneus, medial occipital 

Steinbrink C 

(Steinbrink et al., 2008) 

8 DD+, 8 controls Whole brain WM analysis + density 

in GM 

FA in WM: FA higher in controls: left hemisphere: White matter caps. Externa and WM 

close to Gyr. Front. Inf., temp. sup., and occ. Med. Right hemisphere: insular WM. GM 

density: lower density in medial and superial temporal gyrus 

Carter JC 

(Carter et al., 2009) 

7 DD+, 6 controls Tract ROI focused FA analysis No differences in FA, only trend DD+<controls in right SLF. 

Odegard TN 

(Odegard et al., 2009) 

17 DD+, 7 controls Whole brain WM analysis DD+: Positive correlations with FA in the lh superior corona radiata and rh IFOF, rh UF, 

rh ILF, negative in CC 

Rimrodt SL 

(Rimrodt et al., 2010) 

14 DD+, 19 controls Whole brain WM analysis DD+: decreased FA in lh inferior frontal gyrus, lh insular WM and rh inferior frontal 

WM. 

Keller TA 

(Keller and Just, 2009) 

47 DD+, 25 controls Whole brain WM analysis 

(intervention study) 

FA increase after intensive reading training differences in phonological decoding 

positively correlated to FA, strongly negatively related to radial diffusivity 

Hoeft F 

(Hoeft et al., 2011) 

25 DD+, 20 controls Tract based WM analysis 

(additionally fMRI) 

FA in lh SLF correlated positively with word reading in controls but not in DD+. 

Gebauer D 

(Gebauer et al., 2012) 

42 with impaired spelling, 

11 controls 

Voxel based WM analysis 

(additionally fMRI) 

FA higher in the lh anterior superior corona radiata (SCR) and anterior CC of controls. 

Vandermosten M 

(Vandermosten et al., 2013) 

20 DD+, 20 controls Tractography study (FA) FA decreased in DD+: lh: SLF, AF, ILF, Radiatio optica, CC, cerebellar peduncle, rh: 

SLF, CC. 

Marino C 

(Marino et al., 2014) 

20 DD+ (10 with DSDS2d 

mutation), 26 controls (10 

with DSDS2s mutation) 

Tractography study (FA) DD+<controls: lower FA in the lh AF and CC (splenium)  

Vandermosten M 

(Vandermosten et al., 2015) 

36 FHD+, 35 FHD- Tractography study (FA) FA in lh AF correlated with phonological awareness in controls. 

Richards TL 

(Richards et al., 2015) 

17 DD+, 14 with 

dysgraphia, 9 controls 

DTI: FA, RD AND AD + 

Tractography 

DD+: lower FA in lh+rh anterior thalamic radiation, lh cingulum and forceps minor, AD: 

lh+rh CST bds, rh anterior thalamic radiation, rh cingulum, rh IFOF, rh SLF, rh UF. RD: 

lh CST, lh IFOF, lh ILF, lh SLF, lh UF, lf SLF. 

Continued on the next page   
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First Author Participants/Controls Approach Statistically significant findings  

Fernandez VG 

(Fernandez et al., 2015) 

29 DD+, 27 controls Tractography study  (FA) FA was higher in DD+ in tracts connecting the cerebellum with temporoparietal and frontal 

regions. 

Cui Z 

(Cui et al., 2016) 

28 DD+, 33 controls DTI + structural: WM volume 

and diffusion metrics in whole 

brain analysis 

Diagnostic characteristics of                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                

1) WM Volume: Sensitivity= 64.29%, Specificity= 75.76%,                                                                                                                                                        

2) FA: Sensitivity= 57.14%, Specificity= 66.67%,                                                                                                                         

3) MD Sensitivity= 57.14%, Specificity= 51.52%,                                                                                                                              

4) AD Sensitivity= 71.43%, Specificity= 72.73%,                                                                                                                                        

5) RD Sensitivity= 39.29%, Specificity= 69.70%. 

Richards TL 

(Richards et al., 2017) 

20 DD+, 10 with 

dysgraphia, 6 with 

grammar impairment, 6 

controls  

Whole brain analysis  After training DD+ showed increase in RD: anterior corona radiata + superior frontal WM. AD: 

superior corona radiata, superior frontal WM, middle frontal WM and SLF. For MD: same as 

AD and additionally anterior coronal radiata. 

Vanderauwera J 

(Vanderauwera et al., 2017) 

15 DD+, 46 controls  Tractography (FA) restricted to 

AF as ROI 

FA in left AF was a predictor for DD. 

Wang HS 

(Wang et al., 2019) 

24 DD+, 22 controls Tract based whole brain analysis Chinese character recognition correlates with the FA in IFOF, anterior CC as well as cerebellar 

and thalamopontine pathways. 

Vanderauwera J 

(Vanderauwera et al., 2019) 

35 DD+  Tractography study   FA in parts of left AF and UF correlates with word reading in DD+. 

El-Sady S 

(El-Sady et al., 2020) 

20 DD+ Voxel based whole brain study 

FA and ADC 

FA reduction of right AF in DD+ correlates with worse overall reading skills. The ADC of right 

SLF is negatively correlated with memory abilities. The ADC of right internal capsule correlates 

positively with writing performance.  

Zuk J 

(Zuk et al., 2020) 

35 FHD+ and 39 FHD- Tractography study   FA in the posterior right SLF was a predictor for dyslexia in children at risk 

Vander Stappen C 

(Vander Stappen et al., 

2020) 

18 DD+ (trained), 13 

DD+ untrained  

ROI analysis of FA in AF as ROI Reading training correlated with FA increase in AF. 

Partanen M 

(Partanen et al., 2020) 

13 DD+, 22 controls DTI in WM and GM surface, 

thickness and volume  

Better reading scores correlated with lower MD in rh insula and thinner cortex in lh fusiform 

gyrus, lh supramarginal gyrus, and bilateral supramarginal and inferior frontal gyri. 

Banfi 

(Banfi et al., 2019) 

20 DD+, 27 controls Automated Fiber Quantification DD+: higher FA in bilateral ILF, rh SLF and rh cingulum. Spelling deficits contributed to lower 

FA in lh AF compared to controls. 

Su 

(Su et al., 2018) 

18 DD+, 22 controls  Tractography study   DD+<controls: lh AF, lh ILF. The FA of the lh AF correlated with phoneme deletion, RAN and 

digit recall.  

Table 3 Summary of findings on literature from diffusion MRI in developmental dyslexia. AD: axial diffusivity, FA: fractional anisotropy, MD: mean diffusivity, RD radial 

diffusivity WM/GM: white/gray matter. FHD: family history of dyslexia. RAN: rapid automatized naming, lh: left hemisphere, rh: right hemisphere, AF: Arcuate fascicicle, CC: 

corpus callosum, ILF: inferior longitudinal fascicle, SLF: superior longitudinal fascicle, CST:.corticospinal tract, IFG: Inferior frontal gyrus, ROI: region of interest.
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3.3.1 Review of macrostructural morphometry in MRI studies in DD 

According to voxel-based morphometry studies, individuals with DD are more likely to 

display an abnormal cerebral structure, especially in the form of decreased cortical 

volume, as presented in the tabular summary (Table 2). There is high variability in the 

localization of the observed alterations. Strikingly, the frontal, temporal and parietal 

lobes often seem to be impaired in DD (Eliez et al., 2000, Vinckenbosch et al., 2005, 

Jednorog et al., 2014, Xia et al., 2016). Right hemispheric GM appears to have a higher 

volume and thickness in DD, which leads to a rightward lateralization. The right 

hemisphere is thus considered either to show compensatory mechanisms or to simply be 

less susceptible to structural deficits (Ma et al., 2015). 

In contrast to findings on telencephalic GM, a study identified the volume of GM in 

cerebellar declive and basal ganglia as a discriminator between participants with DD 

and healthy controls (Pernet et al., 2009). Discrepancies in localization and in the extent 

of findings also appear on the meta-analytic level. According to Eckert et al., left 

hemispheric frontal and temporal regions exhibit decreased GM volume in DD, whereas 

Richlan et al. identified bilateral superior temporal GM volume reduction, not observing 

any frontal abnormalities (Richlan et al., 2013, Eckert et al., 2016). A third meta-

analysis found reduced left hemispheric GM volume in the fusiform gyrus and bilateral 

supramarginal and cerebellar cortices (Linkersdorfer et al., 2015). Similarly, the results 

on WM volume range from rightward asymmetry in parainsular WM to widespread, 

frontal volume deficits in individuals with DD (Krafnick et al., 2014, Dalby et al., 

1998). 

The review of cortical thickness seems to be similarly difficult, with discrepancies in 

the observed extent of observation. For example, Ma et al. postulate rightward 

lateralization to be associated with DD, whereas Welcome et al. observed a higher 

asymmetry in proficient readers (Ma et al., 2015, Welcome et al., 2011). The number of 

publications on cortical thickness is substantially lower than the number of articles on 

cortical volume. According to the author’s knowledge, no meta-analyses exist. 

Another question that must be addressed pertains to the comparability of findings on 

volume and thickness. Despite both being geometric measures, they must not be used 

interchangeably. Volume, which also depends on surface, was shown to have a higher 

variability and genetic dependence than thickness, and it is therefore a different measure 
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(Winkler et al., 2010). Furthermore, to date, it remains unclear whether less volume is 

associated with higher performance due to higher efficiency or whether a higher volume 

leads to higher performance due to the higher number of neurons (Walhovd et al., 2017, 

Tamnes et al., 2010). 

In conclusion, there is much inconsistency in studies using different techniques and 

cohorts  and presenting different extents of observed volume alterations in DD, ranging 

from bi-hemispherical lobar to small cerebellar regions (Vinckenbosch et al., 2005, 

Pernet et al., 2009). Despite the high variability, most original articles report findings in 

the frontal, temporal or parietal lobes. The accumulation of observations in this network 

in DD intuitively offers a point of origin for further studies on possible microstructural 

correlates. These, as mentioned above, can be caused by genetic mutations. 

3.3.2. Review of microstructural abnormalities in MRI studies of DD 

DTI examines the movement of water particles as a surrogate parameter for the tissue’s 

microstructure (Basser and Pierpaoli, 1996). DTI studies have repeatedly shown that 

FA, which is an indicator for fiber organization, correlates with reading performance in 

temporal and parietal WM, especially in the arcuate fasciculus (AF) (Klingberg et al., 

2000, Banfi et al., 2019, Vandermosten et al., 2012a). This seems plausible, since the 

AF connects the temporal and frontal speech areas. However, there are contradictory 

results, which do not state any differences in FA of the AF (Odegard et al., 2009). Some 

authors did not observe any statistically significant differences in individuals with DD 

at all (Carter et al., 2009). Similar to heterogeneous findings on macrostructure, the 

variety of techniques and cohort sizes in DTI studies on DD is wide (Table 3). The 

negative finding by Carter et al. may rely on small cohort sizes and insufficient 

statistical power. The results from meta-analyses summarizing the DTI findings are also 

inconsistent. These range from an absence of significant differences to clusters with 

decreased FA in frontal and temporal WM (Vandermosten et al., 2012b, Moreau et al., 

2018).  

In conclusion, findings on altered DTI measures in individuals with DD are dissimilar. 

However, the majority of articles seems to identify a decrease in FA in long tracts 

connecting the frontal lobe to the parietal and temporal regions. Thus, individuals with 

DD appear to show a higher fiber disorganization. These alterations in WM connections 
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are consistent with results from behavioral studies, suggesting impaired information 

retrieval with a sufficient amount of stored information (Ramus and Szenkovits, 2008). 

Interestingly, to date, there are no published studies focusing on DTI of GM in DD. The 

four identified articles discussed findings based on DTI techniques in WM, but not in 

GM. It remains unclear whether structural cortical abnormalities in DD have any DTI 

correlates. Such an assumption remains intuitive in light of genetic studies suggesting 

that mutations contribute to altered migration and in light of histological findings of 

cortical dysplasia. This work hence aims to address microstructural alterations of GM in 

DD using diffusion MRI for the first time. Potential results may improve the 

understanding of the etiopathology of DD.  

3.3.3 Methodological considerations  

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is based on the fact that the precession of an atom’s 

spin is susceptible to magnetic field (Haacke, 1999). A magnetic energy pulse forces the 

precession in a certain direction. After the pulse, the atoms return to their initial state, 

which emits energy, registered as a signal and reconstructed into a virtual image. Using 

this phenomenon, Basser and Pierpaoli described a technique to assess the behavior of 

water diffusion, caused by Brownian motion within brain tissue (Basser and Pierpaoli, 

1996). The data is commonly measured via a single-shot echo planar imaging (EPI) 

sequence (Mori, 2007). A 90° pulse aligns all atoms’ spins in one plane. Later, a 

magnetic field gradient is introduced to diphase particles, depending on their location, 

and a subsequent inverse pulse to rephrase (Mori, 2007). All particles will precess with 

the same frequency again, if they did not change their location. However, if their 

location changed, then their frequency would also change, causing a weaker signal. If 

this phenomenon is measured for both directions of three perpendicular axes in a three-

dimensional model, the data can be reconstructed to a tensor. Thus, a tensor describes 

the water diffusion in a three-dimensional imaging unit, a voxel. The eigenvectors and 

eigenvalues of the tenor are the direction and diffusion in a particular direction (Basser 

and Pierpaoli, 1998).  

The tensor has a shape depending on the characterized tissue. It is spherical or isotropic 

if diffusion is not restricted. In WM, hydrophobic myelin sheaths rich in phospholipids 

prevent water movement perpendicular to the tract’s direction. Therefore, the diffusion 
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is more likely to take place along the axons, and the tensor appears to be more 

anisotropic. Its form becomes comparable to a cigar. 

The surrogate parameter of probability for directed diffusion along the main axis is 

quantified by FA, a ratio value, ranging from 0 to 1. It has lower values in media with 

more isotropic diffusion patterns (e.g. GM), and higher values in tissue with diffusion 

barriers, such as neurites in WM. FA is being calculated from the tensor’s eigenvalues: 

𝐹𝐴 =  √
3

2

√(𝜆₁ − 𝜇𝜆)2 + (𝜆₂ − 𝜇𝜆)2 + (𝜆₃ + 𝜇𝜆)2

√𝜆₁2 + 𝜆₂2 + 𝜆₃2
 

where λ1, λ2 and λ3 are eigenvalues and μλ is their mean (Basser and Pierpaoli, 2011). 

Radial, axial and mean diffusivity are three diffusion measures frequently used along 

FA. Axial diffusivity (AD), represents the diffusion along the tensor’s main axis (AD= 

λ1). Radial diffusivity (RD) represents the mean of perpendicular diffusivity to AD 

(RD= (λ2 + λ3)/2). Mean diffusivity (MD) is the sum of all eigenvalues (MD= (λ1 + λ2 + 

λ3)/3) (Mori, 2007). AD is thought to represent axonal organization and size and RD is 

postulated to evaluate differences in myelination (Song et al., 2002, Frye et al., 2011).  

3.3.4 Technical background on heterogeneity (HG) of diffusion measures 

Fiber-rich, hydrophobic structures such as axons in WM increase the probability of 

water diffusion along these structures and restrict it in perpendicular direction, resulting 

in high FA values. The cortical GM has different architectonics and consists of six 

differently built layers (Nolte, 2009). In contrast to the axons in WM, somas of neurons 

and synapto-dendritic connections do not force the diffusion along a certain direction 

(Basser et al., 2000). Therefore, FA is a less suitable parameter for GM organization 

compared to WM. Different approaches are hence needed to interpret measures derived 

from dMRI (McKinstry et al., 2002).  

Heterogeneity (HG) is a newly established measure used to assess the variability of 

diffusion measures within a given region of interest (Rathi et al., 2014). A tissue with 

similar diffusion patterns across all voxels will display a lower HG as a sign of being 

uniform in microstructure. In contrast, a tissue with highly varying diffusion patterns 

between voxels will display a higher HG, indicating a diverse microstructure, which is 

suspected in DD. According to Rathi et al., the variability might be different between 
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two subjects even though the mean remains similar. In this case, scattered alterations 

such as disturbances in the six-layer architecture or local fluctuations in synaptic 

density, could influence the variability more than the overall FA. HG has been shown to 

positively correlate with age suggesting an increase in diffusion variability in the aging 

model (Rathi et al., 2014). It is calculated from diffusion measures within predefined 

regions obtained from segmentation of T1-weighted images. The streamline is 

schematically outlined below, in Figure 3. HG is expected to identify differences in 

variability of a diffusion measure within a region-of-interest with higher sensitivity 

compared to using the mean of a diffusion measure. Since small-sized abnormalities 

distributed across wide regions are expected in DD, HG appears to be a suitable 

technique for investigations in DD. 

 

 

Figure 3 – Workflow for heterogeneity (HG) estimation. Based on the description by Rathi et al. 

and Seitz et al. (Rathi et al., 2014, Seitz et al., 2018).  

Preprocessed diffusion and structural imaging data sets are used for the method. The structural T1 image 

is segmented and parcellated with subsequent registration on the DTI image. After correction for free-

water a tensor map is estimated from the DWI data. Subsequently the variability of diffusion measures 

within an ROI from the parcellation is calculated. A cortex with varying space for diffusion will therefore 

show a higher HG. A homogeneous cortex will display lower HG. Source: Author’s own work. 
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3.3 Outline of the hypothesis-driven approach 

DD is associated with WM alterations (as assessed using DTI), cortical dysplasia (as 

assessed using post-mortem histopathological examination) as well as with genetic 

mutations linked to neuronal migration. Yet, to date, it remains unknown, if DD is 

associated with alterations of cortical microstructure and whether those can be assessed 

using DTI. HG, an established measure for the variability of diffusion measures, will be 

used to examine the relationship between genetic risk for dyslexia and the 

microstructure of both GM and WM in pre-school children (Rathi et al., 2014).  

Testing will be conducted in children with phenotypic risk, i.e., impaired reading skills, 

children with genetic risk, i.e., positive family history of DD (FHD+) and an age-

matched normally developing control group. Evaluating the influence of genetic factors 

is crucial to understanding of DD as a diagnosis, with a specific pathologic mechanism 

rooted in genetic mutations. From a neuro-psychiatric point of view, DD is not one 

entity but rather a spectrum of disorder. However, only a minority of original articles in 

the review (section 3.3) focused on potential genetic pathology and not solely on 

reading skills. This work offers a unique approach and synoptic analysis of a group at 

higher genetic risk, a group with poor reading performance, as well as a combination of 

both genetic and phenotypic risk.  

The key regions of this work are the frontal, parietal and temporal lobes. As 

demonstrated in the review on imaging findings in DD, these regions have recurrently 

displayed lateralized macro- and microstructural abnormalities, correlating with 

behavioral measures. 

Based on the existing gap in understanding of the brain’s microstructure in DD, this 

work is based on two main hypotheses: 

1. FHD+ individuals exhibit increased HG of diffusion due to mutations causing altered 

GM and WM microstructure, especially in the left hemisphere. Three analyses will 

be used to characterize the connection between genetic risk and HG. 
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A In the first analysis (Analysis A), the relationship between HG and genetic risk 

status will be tested. DD has high inheritance rates. Several genetic mutations in 

DD have been found to lead to abnormal GM and WM structure through 

impaired neuronal migration. A higher HG compared to the control group will 

support the hypothesis of DD as a genetic disorder.  

B The second analysis (Analysis B) assesses the relationship between HG and 

reading performance, independent from genetic risk. The results will not only 

provide a statement on the linkage between function and the form of GM and 

WM, but will also facilitate interpretation of analysis A.   

There are four possible outcome combinations of Analyses A and B. HG 

measures may or may be not linked with both, genetic risk and reading 

performance. First, two significant findings may imply, but not prove, that 

genetic risk leads to changes in microstructure and influences later reading 

skills. Furthermore, there could be a constellation with only one positive finding. 

For example, a negative finding on HG and reading performance and a positive 

one on HG and genetic risk. This would suggest that genetic mutations have an 

influence on microstructure, without later influencing reading skills. On the 

other hand, a link between microstructure and function but not with genetic risk, 

would suggest that the form is related to the function and widely independent of 

genetic mutations. 

C The third analysis (Analysis C) supplements Analyses A and B. HG will be 

compared between a subgroup of FHD+ individuals who also show poor reading 

performance and healthy controls. A positive finding would indicate that 

children with both, genetic risk and poor reading performance display an 

abnormal structure. However, a positive finding exclusively in Analysis C would 

suggest only an effect in symptomatic FHD+ children and thus a strong 

influence of mutations on reading status. Furthermore, in light of a potentially 

negative finding in Analysis B, a finding in Analysis C would suggest HG as a 

valid diagnostic criterion. 

2. HG at pre-school age (before learning to read) predicts future rapid naming and 

phonologic processing skills.  
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D Analysis D will evaluate whether or not HG of FA and MD in GM and WM, as 

well as its lateralization, predict future reading skills. HG measures of children 

at pre-school-age, prior to receiving reading training, may be a potential 

predictor for later reading skills at follow-up sessions (after at least two years of 

reading education). Rapid naming and phonologic processing have been chosen 

for the testing due to the considered link to specific brain areas. Existing studies 

postulate rapid naming to activate primarily temporal areas and phonologic 

processing parietal areas (Centanni et al., 2019, Liebenthal et al., 2013).  
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4 Methods 

Data analyzed in this work is part of the Boston Longitudinal Study of Dyslexia (the 

BOLD study), Principal Investigator Dr. Nadine Gaab, funded by the National Institutes 

of Health, USA. After approval by the Institutional Review Board of Boston Children’s 

Hospital (IRB Protocol Number: IRB-P00000284), written informed consent was 

obtained from participants’ legal guardians, and verbal assent from the participants 

themselves according to the Declaration of Helsinki. The BOLD study addresses risk 

factors and predictors for DD in pre-school children with positive family history for DD 

using MRI. 

4.1 Participants 

4.1.1 Characteristics of the BOLD-study participants 

Between September 11th 2008 and July 7th 2018, the research team – led by Dr. Gaab 

from Boston Children’s Hospital – acquired demographic and reading performance 

data, as well as MRI images. In total, 109 (59 male and 50 female) natively English-

speaking children from the Greater Boston Area participated in the study. The initial 

imaging and behavioral testing took place prior to primary education and reading 

training (pre-school age). Follow-up imaging and testing sessions were performed 

annually in the subsequent seven years. In total 342 T1-weighted and 244 DWI data sets 

were obtained. 

Participants were recruited by pamphlet information in kindergartens and assigned 

either to the group of participants with FHD+, if having at least one first-degree relative 

with DD, or to a control group (FHD-), if none of the first-degree relatives had DD. 

During the study, 15 FHD- participants reported possible DD in non-first-degree 

relatives, which led to the creation of a subgroup with unclear risk (other [OTH]). 

Exclusion criteria consisted of former history of head trauma, neurological or 

psychiatric disorders, psycho-pharmacological treatment, preterm birth and problems 

with hearing or vision that cannot be corrected. One participant had a non-verbal 

intelligence quotient (IQ) below 85, which is a score below the first standard deviation, 

and was therefore excluded. In total, there were 47 FHD+, 47 FHD- and 15 OTH 

participants. 
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4.1.2 Non-verbal neuropsychological items 

Non-verbal IQ was assessed using the second edition of the Kaufman Brief Intelligence 

Test (KBIT) (Kaufman, 2014). The KBIT is a standardized score with an average IQ 

equal to 100 and a standard deviation of 15 indicating the normal range. IQ was 

assessed to ensure comparability between groups and to account for the potential impact 

on reading skills. 

Furthermore, previous studies have shown correlations between interaction with 

literature at home and reading performance (Storch and Whitehurst, 2001, Evans et al., 

2000, Roberts et al., 2005). The Home Literacy Environment index (HLE) was thus 

included to control for influence of additional reading training at home. This surrogate 

parameter for contact to reading in everyday life is composed of items such as the 

number of books at home, time invested in reading, time invested in listening to a 

reading person or creative text production. 

4.1.3 Verbal neuropsychological items 

Established testing instruments were selected to assess reading skills. The following 

tests were performed at each time point unless indicated otherwise. 

The Rapid Automatized Naming Test (RAN) (Wolf, 2005, Wolf and Bowers, 2000) is 

based on naming pictures or words presented to the participant in the shortest possible 

time (Denckla and Rudel, 1976). RAN is expressed as a score with a mean of 100 and a 

standard deviation of 15. At baseline examination (pre-school), RAN was performed by 

presenting pictures only, and no words were presented to the participant, as RAN for 

printed words requires a minimum of reading training. 

 

Phonological competence was tested with the Comprehensive Test of Phonological 

Processing (CTOPP) (Rashotte, 1999). The test is based on elision performance, which 

is the skill to remove phonological information in spoken words in order to create other 

words. For example, removing the first phoneme in the word “bold” will result in the 

word “old”. The standardized mean is 10 and the range of first standard deviation is 3.  

The testing battery in the BOLD study also covered the Test of Word Reading 

Efficiency (TOWRE), the Clinical Evaluation of Language Fundamentals and the 
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Woodcock Reading Mastery Test (WRMT) (Torgensen et al., 1999, Howard and Hulit, 

1992, Woodcock, 1998). Tests operationalizing the entire process of reading are linked 

to function of multiple brain areas as indicated in subchapter 3.1.1. In contrast, tests 

linked to particular sub-functions used in reading will more likely facilitate connecting 

particular deficits in reading to specific cortical areas. Due to the hypothesized link of 

HG and basal components of reading as well as the existing evidence from the BOLD 

study, the focus was primarily laid upon RAN and CTOPP measures (Raschle et al., 

2014). Furthermore, including TOWRE and WRMT for additional exploratory purposes 

would decrease the number of degrees of freedom in the statistic evaluation leading to 

less reliable statistical models.  

4.1.4 Analyzed subgroups 

4.1.4.1 Analysis A: different risk status for DD 

The groups in Analysis A consist of FHD+ children with at least one first-degree 

relative with DD and FHD- controls. All children received at least two years of 

education in reading at school and had a non-verbal IQ of at least 85.  

4.1.4.2 Analysis B: different reading performance 

“Poor readers” were defined as individuals with at least one year of reading education 

and a score below the first standard deviation in RAN or CTOPP (≤7 for CTOPP and 

≤85 for RAN). Controls had scores ≥10 for CTOPP and ≥105 for RAN. These cut-offs 

were chosen to discriminate poor readers from good readers. 

Since the groups in this analysis were based on the phenotype of reading performance 

and not genetic risk status, the OTH group was included as well. 

4.1.4.3 Analysis C: combined phenotype and family risk for dyslexia 

A cross-sectional comparison was performed between poorly performing FHD+ 

individuals and well-reading FHD- controls. Cut-offs for neurobehavioral testing scores 

were as described for Analysis B. 

4.1.4.4 Analysis D: association of HG and later reading skills 

In order to examine whether the cerebral structure is related to later reading outcomes 

(RAN and CTOPP) after at least two years of reading training, all baseline datasets with 

available T1-weighted and DWI imaging were considered.  
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4.2 MRI data analysis 

4.2.1 Data acquisition  

Image sequences for all participants were acquired on a 3.0 Tesla Trio Tim Scanner 

(Siemens Medical Solutions, Erlangen, Germany) at Boston Children’s Hospital in 

Waltham, Massachusetts, USA. An EPI sequence was used to gather DWI data, and 

multi-echo magnetization-prepared rapid gradient-echo (MEMPRAGE) was used for 

acquisition of high-resolution T1-weighted imaging. The parameters are listed in Tables 

3 and 4. All participants underwent image acquisition on the same scanner with the 

same software version (B17). Prior to data collection, all children underwent an 

adaptation involving a child-appropriate explanation of the procedure and contact with 

the scanner to increase compliance and decrease motion artifacts (Raschle et al., 2012). 

Raw imaging data was stored in DICOM format (Digital Imaging and Communications 

in Medicine). To secure consistency of the data set, information for each header file was 

reviewed manually to secure consistent protocol properties (Table 4 and 5). The data 

was retrieved with the “dicomread” tool from the python-language-based pydicom 

package (https://github.com/darcymason/pydicom). Only images with the following 

characteristics were included in the analysis: 

Parameter Value 

Field of View 256 x 256mm 

b-value 1000s/mm2 

Number of diffusion gradients 30 + 10 b0 images 

Size (number of voxels) 128/128/64 

Repetition time 8320ms 

 

Echo time 88ms 

Spacing 2mm x 2mm x 2mm 

Table 4 Parameters of acquired diffusion weighted imaging (DWI) data sets. 

 

Parameter Value 

Field of View 220 x 220mm 

Size (number of voxels) 256/256/128 

Repetition time  2270ms 

Echo time 1450ms 

Spacing 1.1mm x 1.1mm x 1.0mm 

Table 5 Parameters of acquired T1 weighted data sets. 
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4.2.2 MRI data preprocessing 

4.2.2.1 Data quality assessment 

For further processing, DICOM files were transformed into Nearly Raw Raster Data 

(nrrd) format using the “DWIConvert” tool from the 3D Slicer software, Version 4.4.0 

(Surgical Planning Laboratory, Boston, United States) (Fedorov et al., 2012). The data 

was then visualized for the review of quality using the aforementioned 3D Slicer 

software, Version 4.4.0 (Surgical Planning Laboratory, Boston, United States) (Fedorov 

et al., 2012). The quality of each complete data set was manually reviewed to ensure 

reliability of the results (Roalf et al., 2016). T1-weighted images with motion artefacts 

such as the ringing-phenomenon, as well as DWI with more than five diffusion 

gradients with motion artifacts also resulted in exclusion (Figure 4). Detailed 

distributions of the acquired and excluded scans can be found in Tables 6 and 7.  

DWI data sets  Acquired Motion artifacts Varying properties Excluded total Included total 

Baseline 50 12 7 19 31 

1st follow up  53 7 6 13 40 

2nd follow up 52 6 7 13 39 

3rd follow up 39 8 2 10 29 

4th follow up 22 2 5 7 15 

5th follow up 19 2 3 5 14 

6th follow up 9 1 0 1 8 

Total 244 38 30 68 176 

Table 6 Summary of included and excluded diffusion weighted imaging (DWI) data sets. 

Varying properties summarizes datasets with either of different acquisition parameters such as repetition 

or time and incomplete data due to interruption in the acquisition. 

 
T1 data sets Acquired Motion artifacts Varying properties Excluded total Included total 

Baseline 91 21 2 23 68 

1st follow up  88 19 0 19 69 

2nd follow up 59 12 0 12 37 

3rd follow up 49 11 3 14 35 

4th follow up 27 3 1 4 23 

5th follow up 19 2 0 2 17 

6th follow up 9 2 0 2 7 

Total 342 70 6 76 266 

Table 7 Summary of included and excluded T1 weighted images.  

Varying properties summarizes datasets with either of different acquisition parameters such as repetition 

or time and incomplete data due to interruption in the acquisition. 
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Examples of motion artifacts considered to be low quality are illustrated in Figure 4. 

 

 

 

Figure 4: Examples of motion artefacts in structural (left) and diffusion imaging (right).   

4.2.2.2 DWI data preprocessing 

Following the exclusion of DWI datasets with insufficient quality, the 176 data sets 

underwent correction for the distorting eddy currents (Zhuang et al., 2006). This 

correction was performed with a python-language based correction script from the 

pipeline built at the Psychiatry and Neuroimaging Laboratory 

(https://github.com/pnlbwh/pnlutil/ tree/master/pipeline). The images were aligned to 

the axis through the anterior and posterior commissure using 3D Slicer software 

(Version 4.4.0) (Fedorov et al., 2012, Rohde et al., 2004, Jezzard et al., 1998). Then, 

DWI data masking was performed using the semi-automated masking tool from the 

“diffusion weighted images” module of the 3D Slicer and later manually reviewed for 

quality (Fedorov et al., 2012). During quality inspection, any falsely identified brain and 

non-brain tissue was manually corrected to be recognized as such. 

Moreover, since GM is located in proximity to the highly diffusive cerebrospinal fluid 

compartment (CSF), partial volume effects are a potential confounding factor of the 

diffusion signal of the cortex (Panagiotaki et al., 2012, Pasternak et al., 2009). 

Therefore, prior to tensor estimation, the data sets were corrected for free-water. The 

correction was performed by removal of the free-water signal component from the voxel 

following the assumption that the diffusion coefficient in the CSF is three times higher 

than in the cerebral cortex (Holz, 2000, Helenius et al., 2002). A MATLAB software-

based script (Natick, Massachusetts: The MathWorks Inc.) (The MathWorks, 2015) 

provided by Dr. Pasternak was used for this, and the resulting free-water corrected 

diffusion tensor maps were later used for the HG estimation. 
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4.2.2.3 Structural data preprocessing 

 

The preprocessing of 266 structural T1-weighted images consisted of mask creation, 

segmentation and a review of the segmentation quality with optional correction and co-

registration to the DWI space. The FreeSurfer software (Version 5.3) was used for 

masking with the “skull-strip” function (Fischl, 2012). Subsequently the FreeSurfer-

based recon-all was used for cortical parcellation and subcortical segmentation yielding 

183 labels from the Desikan atlas (45 subcortical GM labels, 70 WM labels and 68 

cortical GM labels in both hemispheres) (Desikan et al., 2006, Fischl, 2012). The results 

were manually reviewed at each slice to detect incorrect segmentations. In cases where 

the WM-GM boundary was not identified correctly, an exact segmentation was 

facilitated by manually placing fiducials in WM. These fiducials are used by the 

software to adapt segmentation in the repeated process. 

Thereafter, FreeSurfer label maps were co-registered on the DWI using an in-house 

non-linear registration python-based pipeline. The pipeline relies on the (Johnson, 

2018). The registration tools included packages from the Advanced Normalization 

Tools (ANTs) software (Avants et al., 2011). 

 

 

Figure 5 Cortical segmentation in native and DWI space based upon Left: FreeSurfer segmentation. Right: 

Segmentation after non-linear registration onto the DWI data. The lower resolution of the registered segmentations is 

caused by the lower resolution of the diffusion MRI image. 

4.3 Obtaining HG measures 

The computation of HG values was performed using the script kindly shared by Rathi et 

al. (Rathi et al., 2014). HG was computed from FreeSurfer label maps in the DWI space 

and free-water corrected DWI information using the following equation: 
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𝐻(𝑚) =  
1

𝑁2
∑  ∑ ||𝑚𝑖 − 𝑚𝑗||

𝑁

𝑗=1

𝑁

𝑖=1

 

where m is the diffusion metric (FA or MD) indexed by i and j, and N denotes the 

number of voxels in the ROI. The HG for FA and MD was estimated within the unit 

consisting of all lobar labels listed below. The computation of variability was performed 

with MATLAB Software version 2015a (The MathWorks, 2015). The labels – 

presented below in the same way as available in the FreeSurfer aparc and wmparc files 

were used to merge into each lobe (Desikan et al., 2006). Single labels were merged into 

a larger ROI since HG is more likely to be increased, if the ROI contains areas with and 

without expected structure alterations. Furthermore, from algebraic point of view, HG, 

representing variability, calculated within a lobe is much more reliable due to the higher 

number of voxels.  

 

1) Frontal lobe: caudal middle frontal, caudal anterior cingulate, paracentral, pars 

opercularis, pars orbitalis, pars triangularis, rostral anterior cingulate, rostral 

middle frontal, superior frontal, lateral orbitofrontal, medial orbitofrontal, 

precentral, frontal pole.  

2) Temporal lobe: inferior temporal, middle temporal, fusiform, entorhinal, 

superior temporal, temporal pole, transverse temporal, parahipocampal.  

3) Parietal lobe: inferior parietal, superiorparietal, supramarginal, precuneus, 

postcentral, posterior cingulate, isthmus cingulate. 

 

The HG values were computed for GM and WM on each hemisphere thus resulting in 

12 ROIs. The WM ROIs consisted of WM labels with the same names, as these are 

segmented in FreeSurfer based on the cortical region located above.  

4.4 The Lateralization Index (LI) 

To investigate potential inter-hemispherical differences, the Lateralization Index (LI) 

was calculated, as described in previous investigations on the WM microstructure in DD 

(Vandermosten et al., 2013). The term for LI computation can be expressed as: 

𝐿𝐼(𝐻𝐺) =
𝑟𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑅𝑂𝐼 (𝐻𝐺) − 𝑙𝑒𝑓𝑡 𝑅𝑂𝐼 (𝐻𝐺)

𝑟𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑅𝑂𝐼 (𝐻𝐺) + 𝑙𝑒𝑓𝑡 𝑅𝑂𝐼 (𝐻𝐺)
 𝑥 100 
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where HG is the HG of the diffusion measure, and ROI is the region of interest for 

which the index was calculated. 

4.5 Statistical analysis 

Both descriptive and inferential statistics were performed with R software version 3.6.0 

(R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria (June 5th 2015) 

(R_Development_Core_Team, 2008)). For between-group comparison two-sided t-tests 

were performed for continuous, normally distributed data (age, KBIT and HLE) and 

Fisher’s exact test was employed for variables at categorical scale (gender and 

handedness). Neurobehavioral scores were also compared with a two-sided t-test 

between groups, as normal distribution was assumed in the testing battery. 

In contrast to IQ, home literacy was not included as a covariate in the analysis of 

covariance, because it is not a behavioral measure for each individual. Furthermore, 

from the mathematical approach, increasing the number of covariates in trials with 

relatively low participant numbers is critical due to the risk of overfitting as a result of 

the low ratio between degrees of freedom and the number of covariates. 

Analysis of co-variance (ANCOVA) was introduced for hypothesis testing, with four 

different models. 

In Analysis A, the following model was used to test for the effect of FHD status:  

𝐻𝐺 ~ 𝑓𝑎𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑦 ℎ𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑦 + 𝑎𝑔𝑒 + ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑑𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 + 𝐼𝑄 + 𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟 

 

In Analysis B, the following model was used to test for the influence of phenotype 

status:  

𝐻𝐺 ~ 𝑝ℎ𝑒𝑛𝑜𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒 + 𝑎𝑔𝑒 + ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑑𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 + 𝐼𝑄 + 𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟 

where phenotype was a categorical variable coding the reading performance status 

(poorly or well-performing reader). 

 

In Analysis C, the following model was used to test for the influence of combined 

reading status, considered as phenotype, and FHD+ as putative genotype status: 
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𝐻𝐺 ~ 𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑜𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒_𝑝ℎ𝑒𝑛𝑜𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒 + 𝑎𝑔𝑒 + ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑑𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 + 𝐼𝑄 + 𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟 

The genotype_phenotype status was a combined categorical variable with poorly 

performing FHD+ individuals and normally performing FHD- controls. Poorly 

performing FHD- participants were not included. The aim of the analysis was to 

investigate symptomatic individuals at genetic risk in comparison to well-performing 

controls. A row of different factors contributing to low performance in FHD- may exist; 

however, it is not within the scope of this analysis. 

In Analysis D, the following model was used to test whether HG is linked to later 

reading performance: 

𝐻𝐺𝐵 ~ 𝑅𝐴𝑁𝐹𝑈 + 𝐶𝑇𝑂𝑃𝑃𝐹𝑈 + 𝑎𝑔𝑒𝐵 + ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑑𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠𝐵 + 𝐼𝑄𝐵 + 𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟𝐵 

 

where the RAN and CTOPP values were the follow-up measures after two years of 

reading education. Only the age at baseline was chosen to be a covariate, as age 

contributes to HG (Rathi et al., 2014).  

4.5.1 Significance level and correction for multiple comparisons  

In all of the following analyses, the significance level was set to p = 0.05. In addition, 

the “false discovery rate” was used to correct for multiple comparisons (Streiner and 

Norman, 2011). As part of the statistical analysis it was performed using the fdr-tool 

from the R package (Version 6.3.0) (R_Development_Core_Team, 2008).  
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5 Results 

5.1 HG assessment in FHD+ children and poor readers 

5.1.1 Analysis A: HG in children with family history of DD  

The analysis of the HG of FA and MD in the frontal, temporal, and parietal GM as well 

as in WM did not reveal any significant relation to FHD status. There were no 

tendencies of HG’s lateralization index between groups.  

Prior to the correction for multiple comparisons, the left hemispheric frontal WM HG of 

MD was higher in individuals with FHD+ (p=0.057 after and p=0.009 prior to 

correction for multiple comparisons, also see Figure 7). Of note, age had an effect on 

HG of MD in the right frontal and left parietal cortex (Figure 6). This effect did not 

remain significant after correction for multiple comparisons. Importantly, age was 

included as a covariate in all analyses. There was no difference in RAN (p=0.44) or 

CTOPP (p=0.89) between groups. 

Results of Analysis A are reported in detail in Tables 12-15 in section 7.1. The 

demographic data is illustrated below, in Table 8. 

 

Item  FHD- FHD+ p-value  

N(participants) 30 25 - 

Gender ratio (♀:♂) 15:15 (50.00%:50.00%) 11:14(44.00%:56.00%) 0.788A 

Mean age in months (σ) 96.01 (19.43)  102.05 (21.55)  0.293B 

Age range in months 67.74 – 137.26  73.52 – 150.43  - 

Handedness (left:right) 2:28 4:21 0.394A 

Non-verbal IQ (σ) 102.37 (10.13) 102.68 (13.16) 0.924B 

Home literacy (σ) 32686.42 (9109.88) 28747. (11595.94) 0.228B 

 

Table 8 Demographic data in Analysis A. Groups based on family history for developmental dyslexia 

(DD), A: Fisher’s exact test; B: t-test. 
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Figure 6 Scatterplots of mean diffusivity (MD) heterogeneity (HG) in left parietal (left) and right frontal cortex 

(right) that showed a tendency of correlating with age (both p=0.284). 

 

HG of MD in left frontal WM 

 

Figure 7 Boxplot depicting left frontal WM heterogeneity differences in children risk for dyslexia. Tendency of 

higher mean diffusivity (MD) heterogeneity (HG) in left frontal WM in children with positive family history of 

dyslexia (p=0.057 after correction for multiple comparisons). 

 

5.1.2 Analysis B: HG in poor readers 

9 out of 15 participants in the group of poor readers were FHD+ children. 14 of 27 

individuals in the control group had FHD+ status. The comparison of demographic 

factors did not reveal statistical differences between the group of poorly performing 

readers and well-reading controls regarding age, gender distribution, handedness, or 

home literacy environment. However, a significantly lower mean non-verbal IQ was 

measured in the group of impaired readers (p=0.0007). Summary of the demographic 
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information is depicted below, in Table 9. There were also no statistically significant 

findings for HG in GM or WM, and no differences between groups in the lateralization 

index. The results for analysis B are summarized in Tables 16-19 in section 7.2. 

 

Item Normal readers Impaired readers p-value 

N(participants) 27 15 - 

Gender ratio (♀:♂) 14:13 (51.85%:48.15%) 9:6 (60%:40%) 0.750 A  

Mean age in months (σ) 92.49 (19.76)  102.67 (24.92)  0.2451 B   

Age range in months 71.39 – 136.24  67.74 – 150.43  - 

Handedness (left:right) 3:24 3:12 0.649 A  

Non-verbal IQ (σ) 105.19 (9.90) 95.00 (7.29) 0.0007 B  

Home literacy (σ) 33041.00 (11481.37) 27413.73 (7222.29) 0.1194 B  

Table 9 Demographic data in Analysis B. Groups based on reading performance, A: Fisher’s exact test; 

B: t-test. 

5.1.3 Analysis C: HG in poor FHD+ readers 

The HG of FA and MD in GM and WM, as well as the corresponding LI, did not differ 

between FHD+ children with impaired reading skills and controls after correction for 

multiple comparisons. Detailed outcomes are presented in Tables 20-23 in section 7.3. 

Similar to Analysis A, there was higher HG of MD in the left frontal WM, but it did not 

remain significant after correction for multiple comparisons (p=0.35, p=0.032 prior to 

the correction). Figure 8 illustrates the trend toward a higher HG in individuals at risk. 

Furthermore, there were no differences between groups in age, gender distribution, and 

handedness, while poor FHD+ readers had lower home literacy and non-verbal IQ than 

controls (respectively p=0.029 and p=0.010), as illustrated in Table 10.  

 

Item FHD- FHD+ p-value  

N(participants) 14 5  

Gender ratio (♀:♂) 8:6 (57.14%:42.86%) 2:3 (40.00%:60.00%) 0.629A 

Mean age in months (σ) 95.31 (21.59)  121.68 (26.00)  0.117 

Age range in months 71.39 – 137.26  90.21 – 150.43  - 

Handedness (left:right)  2:12 3:2 0.084A 

Non-verbal IQ (σ) 106.7 (9.89) 92.8 (6.82) 0.010B 

Home literacy (σ) 33167.7 (11777.20) 21099.6 (5905.46) 0.029B 

Table 10 Demographic data in Analysis C. Groups based on combined positive family history of dyslexia 

(FHD+) status and reading performance. A: Fisher’s exact test; B: t-test 
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HG of MD in left frontal WM 

 

 

Figure 8 Boxplot depicting left frontal WM heterogeneity differences in children risk for dyslexia with worse reading 

performance. Tendency of higher mean diffusivity (MD) heterogeneity (HG) in left frontal white matter (WM) in 

children with positive family history of dyslexia and low reading performance (p=0.35 after correction for multiple 

comparisons). 

 

5.2 Testing for the second hypothesis: HG in diffusion as a 

prognostic measure of reading performance 

5.2.1 Analysis D: HG as a predictor for reading performance 

The HG of FA and MD in GM and WM, as well as the corresponding LI did not predict 

the RAN or CTOPP values after correction for multiple comparisons. Prior to this 

correction, the HG of MD in left parietal GM was positively associated with later rapid 

naming performance RAN (p=0.043 prior to correction for multiple comparisons), as 

depicted in Table 24 in section 7.4. Figure 9 illustrates the tendency of relationship of 

HG as the function of RAN at follow up.  

There were in total 22 participants with a higher female to male ratio. There were 3 left-

handed individuals. The sample’s demographic characteristics are presented in Table 

11. 
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Item Number of participants 

N(participants) 22 

Gender ratio (♀:♂) 16:6  

Mean age in months(σ) 65.86 (5.21) months 

Age range in months 59.30 – 79.27 months 

Handedness (left:right) 3: 19 

Non-verbal IQ (σ) 99.98 (11.32) 

 

Table 11 Demographic data in Analysis D. Group tested for heterogeneity (HG) as predictor for rapid 

naming and phonologic processing 

 

 

 

Figure 9 Correlational relationship in a linear model between heterogeneity (HG) of mean diffusivity (MD) in left 

parietal cortex and rapid naming (RAN). 
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6 Discussion 

The aim of this study was to use the HG of diffusion metrics to investigate the 

microstructure of GM and WM in the frontal, parietal and temporal lobes of children at 

increased genetic risk for DD. Two hypotheses were tested: First, FHD+ individuals 

exhibit increased HG of diffusion due to mutations causing altered GM and WM 

microstructure. Second, HG at pre-school age (before learning to read) predicts future 

rapid naming and phonologic processing skills. 

Testing of the first hypothesis was done in three analyses. Analysis A revealed no 

significant differences between FHD+ children and controls. There was a tendency for 

higher MD HG in the frontal WM of FHD+ children. A similar tendency was observed 

in the sub-group consisting of children with both FHD+ and poor reading skills 

(Analysis C). Analysis B showed no differences in WM and GM HG between well and 

poorly performing readers, independent of genetic risk status. The analysis for the 

second hypothesis also did not yield any statistically significant findings, only a 

tendency of MD HG in the left parietal cortex being positively associated with future 

rapid naming skills. 

6.1 HG in individuals at risk for DD and in impaired readers 

6.1.1 Conclusions from the analysis of individuals at risk for DD 

Since differences in the HG of frontal WM were not observed after correction for 

multiple comparisons (Analysis A), the first hypothesis cannot be verified based on the 

cohort tested. Nevertheless, the data indicates a tendency of a higher HG of MD in 

children at risk for DD. This is in line with the previously observed location of altered 

diffusion measures in left hemispheric frontal WM in impaired readers (Rimrodt et al., 

2010, Odegard et al., 2009, Partanen et al., 2020). MD is usually high in regions with 

fewer structures obstructing diffusion, such as GM or cerebrospinal fluid, whereas it is 

lower in WM due to the tightly organized axons with lipid-rich myelin hindering 

diffusion perpendicular to the main axis (Selemon and Goldman-Rakic, 1999, Mori, 

2007). Higher HG of MD in the frontal lobes of children with FHD+ represents an 

increased variability of MD values within the region of interest (frontal lobe). This 

finding may suggest altered neuronal migration potentially leading to heterotopic GM 
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scattered throughout the WM of the frontal lobe. Small groups of heterotopic neural 

GM tissue are an intuitive explanation for such scattered increase in MD in WM.  

Lack of statistically significant finding may rely on lack of statistical power. In 

particular, in larger cohorts, a stronger effect might be observable in FHD+ children, 

who have not yet received reading training. Such an approach would account for 

potential compensatory mechanisms.  

It can further be assumed that the differences in HG between groups would be stronger 

if the participants were assigned to groups based on actual diagnosed genetic mutations 

instead of genetic risk. In such a case, all participants in a subgroup would be mutation 

carriers. In contrast, despite lack of information on prevalence an inheritance of specific 

mutations current literature indicates that FHD+ individuals have a 50% chance to 

develop DD (Hallgren, 1950, Grigorenko, 2001, Chang et al., 2005, Raschle et al., 

2011, Adler et al., 2013). 

Another reason for the lack of statistical significance between groups could be due to 

lack of sensitivity of the method. The alterations of GM found in DD include 

microscopic alterations in the six-layered neocortex (Galaburda and Kemper, 1979). In 

light of the available DWI resolution with a voxel size of 2 x 2 x 2mm, the insufficient, 

almost macroscopic, resolution might have missed subtle microscopic aberrations. A 

higher resolution contributing to a higher number of smaller voxels would detect small 

variations more sensitively. The lack of sensitivity also concerns the possibility that the 

lobar ROIs are too large for HG to detect a difference, for example, in a cerebral gyrus. 

Despite earlier reports on leftward lateralization of microstructural WM abnormalities in 

impaired readers, the lateralization index did not display any significant relationships 

with HG (Im et al., 2013, Banfi et al., 2019, Vandermosten et al., 2013, Yeatman et al., 

2011). Concluding from similar lateralization degree, the results do not support the 

existing assumption on leftward pathology or rightward compensation processes in 

children at risk for DD (Vandermosten et al., 2013). 
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6.1.2 Conclusions from the analysis on poor readers 

Analysis B did not reveal any statistically significant differences in the HG of GM and 

WM between those with poor reading performance compared to those with good 

reading performance and independent of their genetic risk status. In contrast to Analyses 

A and C, no tendencies could be observed, suggesting that there is no association 

between HG and reading phenotype. Even though it is an intuitive observation, that the 

group without specific risk for genetic mutations linked with DD did not display the 

tendencies observed in the WM of other groups, it stands in contrast to existing 

literature. As presented in the review on DWI findings in poor readers (see Table 3, 

section 3.3) there are several studies linking left-hemispheric WM DWI findings to 

reading function in poor readers (Steinbrink et al., 2008, Gebauer et al., 2012, Partanen 

et al., 2020, Su et al., 2018). Of note the group of poor readers in this study displayed 

lower non-verbal IQ potentially confounding the results. 

6.1.3 Conclusions from the analysis on poor readers at risk 

The tendency of increased MD HG in left frontal WM from Analysis A was also 

observed in a sub-group of FHD+ children with lower reading measures, as illustrated 

in Figure 7 in chapter 5.1.3. Nevertheless, the low number of participants should be kept 

in mind when discussing this finding. Moreover, the extent to which the differences 

would gain in effect if smaller ROIs were chosen, is unclear. A Focus on smaller areas 

could potentially contribute to higher HG. For example, microstructural abnormality in 

a sub-part of one of the temporal gyri would contribute more strongly to higher HG if it 

was calculated separately for each gyrus. From an arithmetic point of view, such an 

approach would, however, artificially sharpen the results, as variability can easily be 

increased with a smaller sample size of included voxels. Since the genetic mutations 

described in the introduction are thought to contribute to altered neuronal migration in 

wide parts of the brain it is assumed that differences would also be detectable in a larger 

ROI. 

6.1.4 Conclusion on heterogeneity and genetic risk for DD  

HG was not statistically significantly different in the two groups or the subgroup 

compared to controls. Therefore, the hypothesis of increased HG in FHD+ participants 

cannot be verified and must thus be rejected based on the sample analyzed here. The 
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small size of the cohorts might have led to the lack of statistically significant 

differences. Considering the observed tendencies, studies in larger cohorts and thus 

higher statistical power may reveal statistically significant relationships of HG with 

genetic risk and reading performance. 

Furthermore, normal HG does not equate to a normal microstructure. The 

microstructure may still be altered uniformly across the brain. In such case the HG in 

diffusion measures in individuals with DD will remain unchanged. This is in line with 

previous studies that have presented altered diffusion measures in WM in DD.  

6.2 HG as a predictor for future reading skills 

HG did not significantly predict the later RAN and CTOPP measures. There was a 

tendency of increased HG in the left parietal cortex associated with increased RAN 

values (Table 24). The observation is surprising due to its direction, as a more 

heterogeneous cortical microstructure is related to faster performance. The other aspect 

is the localization where it occurred, since rapid naming is thought to rely on the 

retrieval of information from the VWFA in the fusiform gyrus (Finn et al., 2014). It was 

phonologic processing that was hypothesized to be linked to processing in the parietal 

lobe according to the two-stream hypothesis mentioned in the introduction (Boets et al., 

2013, Yeatman et al., 2011). Instead of supporting it, the current results rather oppose 

the “dorsal and ventral stream” hypothesis (Sigurdardottir et al., 2015). The nature of 

this finding remains unintuitive, yet interesting. In this tendency, rapid naming seems to 

be facilitated by the parietal and not the temporal lobe. 

The MD HG in the parietal cortex at the pre-school time point showed a tendency to 

predict later rapid naming performance. However, it was not different between well and 

poorly reading children (Analysis B). The decrease in parietal GM HG may therefore be 

linked to reading training at school. The latter has already been associated with changes 

in the mean values of FA in WM (Saygin et al., 2013). The change in HG properties to 

the degree of losing the trend after reading training may be an indication of 

neuroplasticity response in GM. This could be part of compensatory processes including 

pruning or synaptogenesis. The fact that despite normalization of the structure, 

performance is still impaired indicates that this potential compensation mechanism 

might not be sufficient. 
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6.3 Limitations  

This study had some limitations that must be considered. Despite accommodation 

sessions with the scanner prior to the imaging sessions, a high percentage of imaging 

data sets had motion artefacts, which led to exclusion of data from the analyses (e.g. 68 

out of 244 DWI data sets). MR imaging in children remains challenging due to 

susceptibility to motion and the relatively long duration of an MRI scan. Since the 

technique will not become more precise within a shorter time, a conservative quality 

assessment of data is necessary to assure result reliability. 

The demographic assessment in the cross-sectional analyses in groups based on reading 

performance revealed different non-verbal IQs, which may have induced a bias. 

Individuals performing worse in RAN and CTOPP had lower IQ scores, with a mean of 

95 compared to 105 in controls (p=0.0007). A similar discrepancy was observed in the 

subgroup compromising FHD+ individuals with poor reading performance (p=0.01). In 

contrast, no differences in non-verbal IQ were observed in a group purely based on risk 

for DD (p=0.44), and no correlation was found between RAN and KBIT in the 

prospective analysis (p=0.77). 

The methodologic limitation is linked to HG as an innovative and exploratory 

technique. There are currently only two studies available and limited to findings 

regarding adult aging and schizophrenia (Seitz et al., 2018, Rathi et al., 2014). 

Additional studies in different cohorts are required to understand the HG observations 

to a higher extent. The need for such validation is necessary, especially because this 

work was the first to assess HG in WM, as the work in both available articles focused 

on GM HG. 

6.4 Future perspectives  

The results of this work show tendencies of altered WM structure in children at risk for 

DD and a trend of correlation between microstructure and later reading skills. These 

tendencies shed light on potential relationships between microstructure and function. 

This work introduced a novel measure of brain tissue microstructure that may be related 

to developmental microstructural alterations. Future studies on cortical and subcortical 

microstructure are needed to investigate the association between different diffusion 
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measures. Furthermore, studies should include larger samples to increase statistical 

power.  

Regarding the methodology, an interesting consideration would be to use HG in more 

specific ROIs, such as the superior temporal gyrus. Its macrostructure has previously 

been linked to reading impairment (Richlan et al., 2013). If a potential abnormality in 

microstructure is localized, then its statistical influence will be weakened if using a 

larger ROI. In such a case, examining an even higher number of participants would be 

crucial, since HG as a measure of variability relies on variance. In turn, statistical 

testing of variance in an ROI with a smaller number of voxels would require higher 

sample sizes to sustain the statistical power. 
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6.5 Conclusion 

HG of GM and WM was not significantly different between controls and FHD+ 

individuals or individuals with poor reading skills. It was also not different in the sub-

group of FHD+ individuals with poor reading skills. HG also did not significantly 

predict rapid naming and phonologic skills.  

Nonetheless, the analyses revealed a tendency of increased MD HG in left frontal WM 

in FHD+ individuals. This observation might be potentially related to GM heterotopia 

within the WM. Analyses on larger cohorts may yield significant results in the future. 

The second observation included a trend of parietal HG of GM at pre-school age 

predicting later rapid naming abilities. This finding was surprising, since rapid naming 

was rather expected to be linked to the structure of inferior temporal areas. The absence 

of differences in parietal HG between good and poor readers after receiving reading 

training could suggest compensation with neuroplastic processes such as synaptogenesis 

or pruning. However, these observations should be investigated in detail in larger 

cohorts. 

Taken together, the tendencies point toward the assumed link between genetic 

mutations associated with DD and brain tissue microstructure. 
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7. Supplementary material 

7.1 Analysis A – HG and genetic risk for DD 

ROI FHD Age HND IQ gender p (F statistic) R² 

HFA left frontal 0.467 0.162 0.098 0.870 0.685 0.442 0.017 

HFA right frontal 0.232 0.103 0.280 0.705 0.562 0.442 0.023 

HFA left parietal 0.579 0.216 0.266 0.951 0.304 0.442 0.007 

HFA right parietal 0.500 0.093 0.528 0.921 0.498 0.442 0.004 

HFA left temporal 0.957 0.077 0.160 0.569 0.810 0.284 0.018 

HFA right temporal 0.991 0.095 0.252 0.415 0.660 0.442 0.02 

HMD left frontal 0.641 0.075 0.156 0.687 0.127 0.442 0.101 

HMD right frontal 0.307 0.007 0.324 0.879 0.453 0.284 0.118 

HMD left parietal 0.410 0.053 0.311 0.159 0.257 0.284 0.129 

HMD right parietal 0.583 0.031 0.386 0.365 0.457 0.421 0.079 

HMD left temporal 0.224 0.193 0.877 0.640 0.391 0.442 0.005 

HMD right temporal 0.425 0.183 0.691 0.580 0.588 0.561 0.019 

Table 12 Heterogenetiy (HG) in gray matter (GM) of individuals at higher genetic risk for dyslexia  

FHD: family history status, HND: Handedness, KBIT: non-verbal IQ, HFA and HMD: HG of FA and 

MD. The values represent significance level of variables’ influence on HG. The last p-value corresponds 

to the F-statistic and is corrected for multiple comparisons. R²describes the models multiplied R². 

 

ROI FHD Age HND KBIT gender p (F statistic) R² 

HFA left frontal 0.307 0.106 0.666 0.993 0.738 0.686 0.088 

HFA right frontal 0.0374 0.095 0.530 0.640 0.246 0.209 0.183 

HFA left parietal 0.631 0.290 0.973 0.849 0.287 0.727 0.069 

HFA right parietal 0.697 0.925 0.745 0.808 0.900 0.995 0.134 

HFA left temporal 0.9359 0.488 0.743 0.086 0.722 0.686 0.081 

HFA right temporal 0.639 0.856 0.658 0.072 0.200 0.528 0.112 

HMD left frontal 0.005 0.099 0.117 0.285 0.307 0.057 0.260 

HMD right frontal 0.487 0.537 0.548 0.485 0.731 0.905 0.042 

HMD left parietal 0.076 0.482 0.608 0.002 0.343 0.057 0.267 

HMD right parietal 0.321 0.347 0.787 0.049 0.276 0.444 0.138 

HMD left temporal 0.061 0.149 0.501 0.093 0.115 0.165 0.205 

HMD right temporal 0.262 0.149 0.874 0.154 0.919 0.465 0.167 

Table 13 Heterogenetiy (HG) in white matter (WM) of individuals at higher genetic risk for dyslexia 

FHD: family history status, HND: Handedness, KBIT: non-verbal IQ, HFA and HMD: HG of FA and 

MD. The values represent significance level of variables’ influence on HG. The last p-value corresponds 

to the F-statistic and is corrected for multiple comparisons. R² describes the models multiplied R². 
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ROI FHD Age HND KBIT gender p (F statistic) R² 

HFA LI frontal 0.159 0.441 0.107 0.519 0.595 0.839 0.127 

HFA LI parietal 0.736 0.400 0.213 0.702 0.374 0.971 0.070 

HFA LI temporal 0.883 0.885 0.756 0.666 0.283 0.971 0.031 

HMD LI frontal 0.570 0.264 0.177 0.708 0.080 0.839 0.117 

HMD LI parietal 0.693 0.804 0.662 0.597 0.666 0.971 0.024 

HMD LI temporal 0.386 0.796 0.867 0.942 0.896 0.831 0.017 

Table 14 Heterogeneity (HG) lateralization index (LI) in gray matter (GM) of individuals at higher 

genetic risk for dyslexia 

FHD: family history status, HND: Handedness, KBIT: non-verbal IQ, HFA and HMD HG of FA and 

MD. The values represent significance level of variables’ influence on HG. The last p-value corresponds 

to the F-statistic and is corrected for multiple comparisons. R²describes the models multiplied R². 

ROI FHD Age HND KBIT gender p (F statistic) R² 

HFA LI frontal 0.137 0.973 0.783 0.529 0.239 0.971 0.086 

HFA LI parietal 0.944 0.079 0.573 0.952 0.157 0.939 0.141 

HFA LI temporal 0.502 0.499 0.924 0.870 0.240 0.971 0.045 

HMD LI frontal 0.008 0.187 0.093 0.778 0.278 0.380 0.215 

HMD LI parietal 0.751 0.839 0.970 0.533 0.314 0.971 0.032 

HMD LI temporal 0.907 0.645 0.744 0.829 0.306 0.971 0.041 

Table 15 Heterogeneity (HG) lateralization index (LI) in white matter (WM)  of individuals at higher 

genetic risk for dyslexia 

FHD: family history status, HND: Handedness, KBIT: non-verbal IQ, HFA and HMD: HG of FA and 

MD. The values represent significance level of variables’ influence on HG. The last p-value corresponds 

to the F-statistic and is corrected for multiple comparisons. R²describes the models multiplied R². 
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7.2 Analysis B – HG and reading performance 

ROI IR Age HND KBIT gender p(F statistic) R² 

HFA left frontal 0.869 0.938 0.656 0.928 0.348 0.969 0.039 

HFA right frontal 0.648 0.743 0.410 0.943 0.350 0.969 0.067 

HFA left parietal 0.507 0.986 0.518 0.769 0.155 0 969 0.094 

HFA right parietal 0.682 0.948 0.263 0.768 0.359 0.969 0.076 

HFA left temporal 0.487 0.689 0.666 0.791 0.743 0.969 0.031 

HFA right temporal 0.785 0.716 0.976 0.999 0.394 0.969 0.034 

HMD left frontal 0.909 0.449 0.200 0.861 0.702 0.969 0.070 

HMD right frontal 0.972 0.372 0.458 0.974 0.846 0.969 0.038 

HMD left parietal 0.359 0.375 0.868 0.952 0.802 0.969 0.059 

HMD right parietal 0.641 0.535 0.771 0.874 0.941 0.969 0.024 

HMD left temporal 0.863 0.391 0.528 0.629 0.767 0.969 0.058 

HMD right temporal 0.008 0.831 0.945 0.131 0.419 0.969 0.211 

Table 16 Heterogenetiy (HG) in gray matter (GM) of impaired readers  

IR: impaired readers, HND: Handedness, KBIT: non-verbal IQ, HFA and HMD: HG of FA and MD. The 

values represent significance level of variables’ influence on HG. The last p-value corresponds to the F-

statistic and is corrected for multiple comparisons. R² describes the models multiplied R². 

 

ROI IR Age HND KBIT gender p(F statistic) R² 

HFA left frontal 0.441 0.829 0.097 0.995 0.250 0.786 0.142 

HFA right frontal 0.596 0.730 0.149 0.718 0.190 0.786 0.141 

HFA left parietal 0.766 0.829 0.534 0.504 0.091 0.786 0.128 

HFA right parietal 0.580 0.506 0.477 0.516 0.218 0.918 0.083 

HFA left temporal 0.123 0.974 0.373 0.729 0.197 0.786 0.169 

HFA right temporal 0.155 0.975 0.778 0.289 0.171 0.721 0.208 

HMD left frontal 0.355 0.198 0.399 0.568 0.997 0.786 0.113 

HMD right frontal 0.293 0.633 0.876 0.315 0.795 0.918 0.044 

HMD left parietal 0.680 0.605 0.344 0.549 0.554 0.918 0.038 

HMD right parietal 0.170 0.735 0.859 0.131 0.472 0.786 0.106 

HMD left temporal 0.209 0.846 0.377 0.895 0.872 0.721 0.075 

HMD right temporal 0.682 0.609 0.601 0.563 0.458 0.918 0.060 

Table 17 Heterogenetiy (HG) in white matter (WM) of impaired readers 

IR: impaired readers,  HND: Handedness, KBIT: non-verbal IQ, HFA and HMD: HG of FA and MD. The 

values represent significance level of variables’ influence on HG. The last p-value corresponds to the F-

statistic and is corrected for multiple comparisons. R² describes the models multiplied R². 
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ROI IR Age HND KBIT gender p(F statistic) R²  

HFA LI frontal 0.391 0.510 0.171 0.663 0.982 0.915 0.089 

HFA LI Parietal 0.420 0.844 0.136 0.988 0.104 0.915 0.167 

HFA LI Temporal 0.423 0.830 0.465 0.610 0.326 0.915 0.059 

HMD LI Frontal 0.940 0.428 0.300 0.766 0.300 0.915 0.081 

HMD LI Parietal 0.280 0.805 0.973 0.671 0.750 0.915 0.040 

HMD LI Temporal 0.005 0.257 0.977 0.017 0.223 0.844 0.238 

Table 18 Heterogeneity (HG) lateralization index (LI) in gray matter (GM) of impaired readers 

IR: impaired readers, HND: Handedness, KBIT: non-verbal IQ, HFA and HMD: HG of FA and MD. The 

values represent significance level of variables’ influence on HG. The last p-value corresponds to the F-

statistic and is corrected for multiple comparisons. R² describes the models multiplied R². 

 

 

ROI IR Age HND KBIT gender p(F statistic) R² 

HFA LI Frontal 0.640 0.892 0.696 0.504 0.742 0.914 0.038 

HFA LI Parietal 0.571 0.099 0.851 0.996 0.402 0.914 0.157 

HFA LI Temporal 0.838 0.896 0.507 0.387 0.864 0.914 0.049 

HMD LI Frontal 0.991 0.070 0.253 0.489 0.729 0.914 0.124 

HMD LI Parietal 0.563 0.740 0.491 0.456 0.225 0.914 0.098 

HMD LI Temporal 0.255 0.856 0.574 0.260 0.260 0.914 0.088 

Table 19 Heterogeneity (HG) lateralization index (LI) in white matter (WM) of impaired readers 

IR: impaired readers, HND: Handedness, KBIT: non-verbal IQ, HFA and HMD: HG of FA and MD. The 

values represent significance level of variables’ influence on HG. The last p-value corresponds to the F-

statistic and is corrected for multiple comparisons. R² describes the models multiplied R². 
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7.3 Analysis C – HG and poor FHD+ readers  

ROI IRR Age HND KBIT gender p(F statistic) R² 

HFA left frontal 0.360 0.247 0.299 0.439 0.549 0.699 0.259 

HFA right frontal 0.251 0.197 0.560 0.374 0.683 0.699 0.218 

HFA left parietal 0.193 0.138 0.399 0.233 0.435 0.699 0.317 

HFA right parietal 0.367 0.132 0.683 0.395 0.716 0.699 0.235 

HFA left temporal 0.205 0.339 0.826 0.448 0.260 0.699 0.258 

HFA right temporal 0.740 0.615 0.636 0.699 0.224 0.706 0.209 

HMD left frontal 0.370 0.127 0.358 0.531 0.306 0.699 0.378 

HMD right frontal 0.537 0.045 0.530 0.846 0.821 0.699 0.383 

HMD left parietal 0.290 0.086 0.594 0.802 0.745 0.699 0.325 

HMD right parietal 0.472 0.184 0.473 0.661 0.630 0.699 0.248 

HMD left temporal 0.723 0.292 0.970 0.858 0.547 0.699 0.186 

HMD right temporal 0.356 0.857 0.463 0.176 0.132 0.699 0.426 

Table 20 Heterogenetiy (HG) in gray matter (GM) of impaired readers at genetic risk for dyslexia  

IRR: impaired readers at risk, HND: Handedness, KBIT: non-verbal IQ, HFA and HMD: HG of FA and 

MD. The values represent significance level of variables’ influence on HG. The last p-value corresponds 

to the F-statistic and is corrected for multiple comparisons. R² describes the model’s multiplied R². 

ROI IRR Age HND KBIT gender p(F statistic) R² 

HFA left frontal 0.256 0.410 0.921 0.319 0.195 0.632 0.251 

HFA right frontal 0.058 0.135 0.698 0.232 0.2475 0.531 0.362 

HFA left parietal 0.263 0.572 0.580 0.117 0.0807 0.531 0.340 

HFA right parietal 0.432 0.940 0.990 0.509 0.287 0.864 0.123 

HFA left temporal 0.247 0.641 0.959 0.548 0.116 0.594 0.282 

HFA right temporal 0.415 0.786 0.967 0.971 0.40047 0.862 0.1537 

HMD left frontal 0.019 0.346 0.121 0.224 0.9682 0.395 0.571 

HMD right frontal 0.032 0.669 0.256 0.047 0.4671 0.531 0.479 

HMD left parietal 0.213 0.376 0.190 0.255 0.415 0.531 0.356 

HMD right parietal 0.359 0.242 0.479 0.230 0.185 0.531 0.319 

HMD left temporal 0.674 0.059 0.087 0.583 0.3924 0.531 0.377 

HMD right temporal 0.869 0.332 0.891 0.573 0.341 0.531 0.3206 

Table 21 Heterogenetiy (HG) in white matter (WM) of impaired readers at genetic risk for dyslexia 

IRR: impaired readers at risk, HND: Handedness, KBIT: non-verbal IQ, HFA and HMD: HG of FA and 

MD. The values represent significance level of variables’ influence on HG. The last p-value corresponds 

to the F-statistic and is corrected for multiple comparisons. R² describes the model’s multiplied R². 
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ROI IRR Age HND KBIT gender p(F statistic) R² 

HFA LI Frontal 0.153 0.2698 0.084 0.435 0.478 0.729 0.354 

HFA LI Parietal 0.238 0.913 0.215 0.331 0.240 0.870 0.328 

HFA LI Temporal 0.025 0.252 0.364 0.417 0.402 0.729 0.384 

HMD LI Frontal 0.543 0.345 0.776 0.691 0.098 0.958 0.259 

HMD LI Parietal 0.503 0.793 0.607 0.897 0.747 0.958 0.070 

HMD LI Temporal 0.058 0.108 0.2915 0.032 0.092 0.613 0.485 

Table 22 Heterogeneity (HG) lateralization index (LI) in gray matter (GM) of impaired readers at genetic 

risk for dyslexia 

IRR: impaired readers at risk, HND: Handedness, KBIT: non-verbal IQ, HFA and HMD: HG of FA and 

MD. The values represent significance level of variables’ influence on HG. The last p-value corresponds 

to the F-statistic and is corrected for multiple comparisons. R² describes the model’s multiplied R². 

ROI IRR Age HND KBIT gender p(F statistic) R² 

HFA LI Frontal 0.165 0.253 0.429 0.720 0.836 0.952 0.183 

HFA LI Parietal 0.539 0.164 0.219 0.053 0.135 0.952 0.4721 

HFA LI Temporal 0.920 0.857 0.890 0.373 0.485 0.614 0.119 

HMD LI Frontal 0.871 0.330 0.771 0.454 0.567 0.958 0.194 

HMD LI Parietal 0.974 0.553 0.831 0.696 0.273 0.958 0.1013 

HMD LI Temporal 0.549 0.689 0.336 0.280 0.126 0.729 0.315 

Table 23 Heterogeneity (HG) lateralization index (LI) in white matter (WM) of impaired readers at 

genetic risk for dyslexia 

IRR: impaired readers at risk, HND: Handedness, KBIT: non-verbal IQ, HFA and HMD: HG of FA and 

MD. The values represent significance level of variables’ influence on HG. The last p-value corresponds 

to the F-statistic and is corrected for multiple comparisons. R² describes the model’s multiplied R². 
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7.4 Analysis D – HG as predictor for performance 

ROI RAN CTOPP Age HND KBIT gender p(F statistic) R² 

HFA left frontal 0.701 0.621 0.545 0.367 0.857 0.382 0.820 0.239 

HFA right frontal 0.897 0.711 0.578 0.281 0.599 0.939 0.820 0.22 

HFA left parietal 0.053 0.198 0.755 0.534 0.597 0.637 0.820 0.283 

HFA right parietal 0.256 0.490 0.815 0.810 0.878 0.504 0.516 0.223 

HFA left temporal 0.289 0.580 0.464 0.618 0.890 0.781 0.820 0.253 

HFA right temporal 0.901 0.594 0.681 0.440 0.744 0.939 0.929 0.1005 

HMD left frontal 0.860 0.833 0.368 0.394 0.423 0.454 0.820 0.243 

HMD right frontal 0.432 0.451 0.552 0.758 0.338 0.452 0.820 0.246 

HMD left parietal 0.019 0.097 0.330 0.802 0.029 0.798 0.696 0.560 

HMD right parietal 0.021 0.115 0.968 0.823 0.155 0.403 0.696 0.476 

HMD left temporal 0.911 0.297 0.583 0.900 0.801 0.681 0.946 0.153 

HMD right temporal 0.148 0.736 0.695 0.440 0.346 0.926 0.820 0.3006 

Table 3 Heterogenetiy (HG) in gray matter (GM) as predictor for later rapid naming and phonologic 

performance 

RAN: RAN at follow up, CTOPP: CTOPP at follow up, HND: Handedness, KBIT: non-verbal IQ, HFA 

and HMD: HG of FA and MD. The values represent significance level of variables’ influence on HG. The 

last p-value corresponds to the F-statistic and is corrected for multiple comparisons. R² describes the 

model's multiplied R². 

ROI  RAN CTOPP Age HND KBIT gender p(F statistic) R² 

HFA left frontal 0.916 0.775 0.771 0.445 0.771 0.469 0.894 0.1661 

HFA right frontal 0.891 0.430 0.545 0.227 0.085 0.427 0.727 0.247 

HFA left parietal 0.945 0.252 0.998 0.445 0.846 0.347 0.727 0.1945 

HFA right parietal 0.485 0.348 0.293 0.548 0.427 0.319 0.727 0.298 

HFA left temporal 0.717 0.703 0.597 0.878 0.262 0.793 0.727 0.261 

HFA right temporal 0.680 0.461 0.725 0.401 0.436 0.854 0.727 0.246 

HMD left frontal 0.602 0.524 0.820 0.367 0.658 0.478 0.727 0.225 

HMD right frontal 0.956 0.930 0.525 0.565 0.089 0.804 0.678 0.450 

HMD left parietal 0.878 0.841 0.214 0.717 0.093 0.823 0.678 0.449 

HMD right parietal 0.946 0.643 0.542 0.719 0.194 0.820 0.726 0.361 

HMD left temporal 0.266 0.612 0.044 0.966 0.101 0.047 0.678 0.492 

HMD right temporal 0.923 0.353 0.353 0.193 0.883 0.320 0.678 0.325 

Table 25 Heterogenetiy (HG) in white matter (WM) as predictor for rapid naming and phonologic 

performance 

RAN: RAN at follow up, CTOPP: CTOPP at follow up, HND: Handedness, KBIT: non-verbal IQ, HFA 

and HMD: HG of FA and MD. The values represent significance level of variables’ influence on HG. The 

last p-value corresponds to the F-statistic and is corrected for multiple comparisons. R² describes the 

models multiplied R². 
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ROI RAN CTOPP Age HND KBIT gender p(F statistic) R² 

HFA LI Frontal 0.540 0.656 0.813 0.930 0.606 0.103 0. 85 0.241 

HFA LI Parietal 0.156 0.247 0.436 0.140 0.207 0.706 0. 85 0.203 

HFA LI Temporal 0.188 0.856 0.552 0.804 0.790 0.736 0. 85 0.229 

HMD LI Frontal 0.024 0.348 0.614 0.108 0.929 0.767 0. 85 0.398 

HMD LI Parietal 0.894 0.914 0.326 0.982 0.206 0.110 0. 85 0.3401 

HMD LI Temporal 0.171 0.611 0.664 0.356 0.250 0.796 0. 85 0.7555 

Table 26 Heterogeneity (HG) lateralization index (LI) in gray matter (GM) as predictor for later rapid 

naming and phonologic performance 

RAN: rapid automated naming at follow up, HND: Handedness, KBIT: non-verbal IQ, HFA and HMD: 

HG of FA and MD. The values represent significance level of variables’ influence on HG. The last p-

value corresponds to the F-statistic and is corrected for multiple comparisons. R² describes the models 

multiplied R². 

 

ROI RAN CTOPP Age HND KBIT gender p(F statistic) R² 

HFA LI Frontal 0.982 0.652 0.907 0.770 0.685 0.077 0.85 0.226 

HFA LI Parietal 0.488 0.711 0.310 0.824 0.524 0.960 0. 85 0.135 

HFA LI Temporal 0.989 0.711 0.924 0.386 0.541 0.685 0. 85 0.226 

HMD LI Frontal 0.308 0.303 0.187 0.375 0.219 0.201 0. 85 0.268 

HMD LI Parietal 0.900 0.340 0.450 0.282 0.675 0.878 0. 85 0.221 

HMD LI Temporal 0.433 0.746 0.537 0.513 0.387 0.500 0. 85 0.213 

Table 27 Heterogeneity (HG) lateralization index (LI) in white matter (WM) as predictor for later rapid 

naming and phonologic performance 

RAN: RAN at follow up, CTOPP: CTOPP at follow up HND: Handedness, KBIT: non-verbal IQ, HFA 

and HMD: HG of FA and MD. The values represent significance level of variables’ influence on HG. The 

last p-value corresponds to the F-statistic and is corrected for multiple comparisons. R² describes the 

models multiplied R². 
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